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FROM: OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STA TE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
TELEPHONE: 
Area Code 606/ 783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- The wrestling Eagles of Morehead State 
University, fresh from a :s·eason-opening 23-11 victory over Eastern Kentucky, 
hit the road this week for three tough matches. 
Coach Dan Walker's matmen travel to Marshall for a 7 p. m. battle 
Tuesday and then head south for dates Friday night at UT-Chattanooga and 
Saturday night at the University· of the South in Sewanee, Tenn. 
The EKU triumph, Morehead State's second straight over two seasons, 
resulted from individual victories in seven of the 10 weight classes. Winning 
• 
for MSU were co-captain Dave Lawson, Vince Aiello, co-captain Tom Beachle r, 
Bob Warren, Jim Bayes, Steve Morgan and Nick Nighswander. 
Nighswander, a heavyweight, had the Eagles 1 only pin of the match. 
"Except for our lack of depth, this is a strong, well-conditioned team," 
Assistant Coach Dick Roche said of the Eagles. "We're heading into a tough 
series of matches but our people are ready. It should be an interesting we ek. 11 






FROM: OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
_.,..... __ 
TEIEPHONE: 
Area Code 606/783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky. -~- Morehead State's basketball Eagles have 
flown east this week with Head Coach Bill Harrell feeling more con-
fident than he did a week ago. 
The Eagles were impressive in Saturday night's 88-78 lacing 
of Morris Harvey. Harrell was pleased with the overall play, call-
ing it "much, much better" than the 99-90 season-opening win over 
Berea. 
"We had a real fine game, especially in the first half, and 
our young men showed that they want to play," said the second-year 
MSU mentor. "The guard play still needs some improvement but that 
should come with more experience." 
Harrell said his cagers would be "clefinite underdogs" 
Wednesday night at St. Peter's and Friday night at Seton Hall. The 
Eagles flew to Newark, N.J. Tuesday and will return to Morehead 
Saturday. 
All-OVC forward Jim Day sparked the Morris Harvey victory 
with a 34-point, 25-rebound performance described by his coach as 
"probably Jim's best game as a collegian." Jerry Hueseman continued 
to shine with 20 points and 15 rebounds. 
Harrell surprised the home folks by starting 6-3 sophomore 
Ike Unseld at forward Saturday night and the Louisville native 
responded with 13 points and 11 rebounds. "Ike did a marvelous job 
for us , " Harrell said. "He does exactly what he's told to do and 
it pays off for everyone." 
(more) 
.. 
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Sophomore guard Vic Whar ton picked up 14 points and Harrell 
said the slender rookie was " learning fast. " Junior college transfer 
guard Ray Wilkerson also drew praise for his ball handling, particu-
• larly against Morris Harvey's second half press. Junior guard Jerry 
King sat out the game with a recurrence of his knee trouble but f 
Harrell said he would make the eastern trip . "We'll need Jerry's 
speed this week," he added. 
MSU scouts gave rave notices to St. Peter's top scorer, 6-3 
Rich Rinaldi, and to Seton Hall's 6-5 Ken House. St. Peter's lost 
to Marshall, 94-93, last we ekend and Harrell said the outcome was 
"a double dose of bad news." The Eagles host Marshall Dec. 15 after 
returning from New Jersey. 
The MSU freshmen matched the varsity's 2-0 record with a 
weekend conquest of the UK Dental School, 103-97, at West Liberty. 
They're on the road this week to meet sue Bennett at London and 
Sullivan Business at Shelbyville. 
Leonard Coulter paced the little Eagles to their latest win 
with 19 points and 22 rebounds . John Stacy added 17, Eugene Lyons 
had 16 and Howard Wallen and Ken Noll each contributed 14. 
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FROM: OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KE~"TUCKY 40351 
I 
TELEPHONE: 
Area Code 606/783-3325 
BUFFALO, N. Y. --- Morehead State University's Jim Day, a 6-8 
senior forward, won unanimous selection to the Queen City All-
Tournament team after leading the two-day event in scoring and re-
bounding. 
Day scored 58 points and grabbed 33 rebounds in two games -
30 and 18 against Niagara in the opening round and 28 and 15 against 
Canisius in the consolation game. 
• The Ashland Fairview product, an All-OVC pick last season 
for the Eagles, also was named to the all-tournament team in the 
1969 Sunshine Classic at Jacksonville, Fla. 
"Jim did a great job for us in Buffalo and certainly deserved 







FROM : OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UN IVERS I'l'Y 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
I 
TELEPHONE: 
Area COde 606/783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- R. G. (Ray) Mullins, head athletic trainer 
at Morehead State University, was listed in fair condition at a 
Nashville, Tenn. hospital following an auto accident earlier this 
week. 
A spokesman at Vanderbilt Hospital said Mullins was undergoing 
extensive tests but no serious injuries were reported. 
Mullins, former assistant trainer at Tennessee Tech, was named 
to the .MSU post last August. He presently is on an educational leave 
of absence. 
Police said Mullins, traveling alone, apparently lost control 
of his auto on a rain-slick highway and the vehicle plunged 







FROM: OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 Area Code 606/783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky. - -- Morehead State University's swimming Eagles 
end a five-week layoff this weekend with a Saturday afternoon meet 
at Ashland College in Ashland, Ohio. 
The MSU swimmers are 1-1 in dual competition and placed second 
in the Morris Harvey Relays . They have been idle since defeating 
Louisville , 68-45, on Dec. 12. 
Ashland finished fourth in the NCAA swim championships last 
year and is considered MSU's toughest pool opponent. 
Coach Bill Mack's Eagles travel to Danville Monday f or a 4: 15 
p.m. date with Centre College. They return to the home water of 
Senff Natatorium on Friday, Jan. 22 , for a 7 p.m. meet with the 
University of Kentucky. 
The MSU aquamen already have shattered 14 team and pool records 
this season. Steve Milleson, Ironton, Ohio, freshman, has lived up 
to his advance billing with new marks in the 1,000 freestyle, 500 
freestyle and 240 individual medley. 
Jim Hinson, Morehead freshman, drew praise for "marked 
improvement 11 since workouts began last f all. He participated in 
• a r ecord-breaking effort in the 360 medley relay. 





FROM: OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
TELEPHONE: 
Area Code 606/783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State's basketball Eagles head south 
again this weekend for Ohio Valley Conference games at Tennessee Tech 
and East Tennessee. 
Last weekend's road trip resulted in losses to Middle Tennessee, 
e 71-69, and nationally-ranked Western Kentucky 85-63. 
MSU Head Coach Bill Harrell used his eighth and ninth different 
starting lineups of the season in a futile effort to put the Eagles 
back into the win column. 
His cagers have dropped 10 in a row since winning their first 
two outings. They are 0-4 in the OVC. 
"We had an excellent effort at Middle and a fair game against 
•• 
Western," Harrell said • "Bad breaks beat us the first night and 
Western's great inside personnel kept us away from the basket Monday 
night. We had good defensive play from individuals in both games." 
Harrell praised 6-6 senior Jerry Hueseman and 6-11 sophomore 
Royce Woolever for "encouraging" performances on the trip . 
Hueseman, playing forward instead of his customary pivot spot, 
scored 19 points against Middle and a career high 30 at Western. 
Woolever, playing at length for the first time this year, had 
14 uoints and nine rebounds at Middle and added nine more rebounds 
against WKU. He helped limit Hilltopper All-American Jim McDaniels 
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"Jerry recovered his shooting eye and Royce gained a great 
deal of confidence," Harrell added. "They'll take some of the scoring 
and rebounding load from Jim Day's shoulders." 
Day, the target of sticky defenses both nights, scored 22 
against MTSU but managed only nine at Western after getting into 
early foul trouble. His scoring average, 14th nationally and second 
in the OVC, slipped to 25.6 per game and his rebound output to 13.6. 
Hueseman upped his point production to 15.5 and sophomore 
guard Vic Wharton fell to 11.4 after scoring seven points in two 
games. Hueseman is the second-leading rebounder with 10.3 per game. 
In shooting, Day is first in both field goals--51.3 per cent--
and free throws--77.2 per cent. Wharton is tops in assists with 16. 
As a team, the Eagles are averaging 77.5 points per game to the 
opposition's 84. 
This weekend's OVC schedule sends MSU to Cookeville, Tenn. 
Saturday night and Johnson City, Tenn. on Monday night. 
home date is Jan. 28 against West Texas State. 
The next 
The unbeaten Eagle freshmen, now 7-0 and averaging 112 per 
game, are idle until Jan. 23 when they visit the Marshall frosh 










FROM: OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD,. KENTUCKY 40351 
TELEPHONE: 
Area Code 606/783-33 25 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University Head Basketball Coach 
Bill Harrell finds himself in strange circumstances this season. 
He's had only two losing seasons in 20 years of coaching and 
this year's 2-8 record and eight straight losses are not easy to 
accept • 
"We knew we'd have problems and our schedule has been mighty 
rough so far but our young men have a good attitude and are improving 
each game," he said. 
The onus of MSU's longest losing streak almost disappeared 
Monday night but a three-point play with 13 seconds to play saved 
Murray State from an upset as the Eagles fell again, 68-66. 
"We've only been out of one game this year and five times we've 
e lost in the last minute or two," Harrell added. "Beating Murray 
would have been Cl tremendous boost for our next four road games." 
MSU, playing to meager home crowds because its students were 
away for the holidays, also lost to Austin Peay, 90-84, and takes an 
0-2 Ohio Valley Conference record into Saturday night's game at 
Middle Tennessee. The Eagles are in Bowling Green Monday to battle 
nationally-ranked Western Kentucky. 
The next weekend sends Harrell's charges to Tennessee Tech and 
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Monday night's strong effort against MUrray came on the 
heels of what Harrell termed a "terrible game" against Austin Peay 
where the MSU offense fell apart a fter tying the game with three 
minutes left. 
"I'm encouraged by the way we bounced back," he said . "Our 
guard situation is definitely improving." Bubba Abell, who scored 
21 against Austin Peay, apparently has won a guard spot . Vic 
Wharton, averaging 13 points per game, has started all year. 
All-OVC senior forward Jim Day has continued to shine through 
the losing streak as his scoring average climbed to 27.7 and rebounding 
output to 14 .8. Jerry Hueseman, the team's only other senior, is 
second in both departments with 13.8 points and 10.6 rebounds. 
~f Five ~layers have been used in the forward slot opposite Day 
as Harrell searched for the right combination. He has used seven 
= different starting lineups in 10 games. 
11 
,1 "We're not ashamed of those losses because most of our kids 







FROM: OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STA TE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
TELEPHONE: 
Area Code 606! 7 83 -33 25 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Unbeaten in seven starts and averaging 112 
points per game, the Morehead State University freshman basketball squad 
has generated new hope for MSU cage fans. 
The varsity Eagles are struggling with an eight-game losing streak 
but the yearlings have demolished foe after foe and are aiming for a 17 -0 
season mark. 
High school All Americans Leonard Coulter of Danville and Howard 
Wallen of Johnson Central are leading the way for Coach Jack Black's high-scoring 
cagers. 
Coulter, a 6-5 forward, is averaging 26. 5 points and 20. 4 rebounds. 
He scored 39 points and pulled down 28 rebounds in the frosh's latest triumph, 
a 138-94 romp over Kentucky Christian College. 
Wallen, a 6-2 playmaker with seven assists per game, also is scoring 
18. 7 per outing . All Stater Eugene Lyons of Johns Creek, a 6 -4 forward, is 
scoring 19. 5 points and grabbing 11 rebounds per game. 
"We have nine young men with the ability to move up to the varsity next 
year , " Black said. "They are dedicated, very talented and anxious to help 
rebuild our program. 11 
The Little Eagles are idle until J an. 23 when they take on the Marshall 
frosh at Huntington, W. Va . Their next home date is Jan. 28 against the 
Transylvania junior varsity. 
######## 
- FROM: OFFI CE OF SPORTS INFORMi\TION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
TELEPHONE: 
A~ea Code 606/783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- All-Stater Joe Dillow, an offensive and 
defensive standout at Russell High School, has signed a football 
letter-of-intent with Morehead State University. 
A 6-2, 205-pound center and defensive tackle, the newest 
recruit is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Delbert Dillow, 169 Thompson 
Road, Flatwoods. He was signed by MSU Defensive Line Coach Wayne 
Chapman. 
"We're delighted with Joe's decision to attend Morehead 
State," said Eagle Head Coach Jake Hallum. "He has good size and 
is strong enough and quick enough to be an excellent college lineman." 
Dillow, a four-year letterman, helped Coach Lafayette Walter's 
Red Devils take the Northeastern Kentucky Conference championship 
this season and compile an 8-2-1 record. He was named to the All-
NEKC team. 
Also a track and basketball standout at RBS, Dillow plans 
to study physical education at Morehead State. 
"Joe is a fine young man with a great future in college 
football," said Coach Walter. "We'll certainly miss him at Russell." 
## 1111 !t# 
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. FRO~: OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
TELEPHONE: • 
Area Code 606/783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---"It was the same, sad old story," Bill Harrell 
said dejectedly. 
"We had a chance to win both games but things went haywire in 
the last few minutes." 
Morehead State's head basketball coach was commenting on week- ' 
e end losses to Tennessee Tech, 75-69, and East Tennessee, 71-64, which 
stretched the Eagles' consecutive loss streak to 12. 
Idle now until hosting West Texas State on Jan. 28, MSU is 
• 2-12 on the year and 0-6 in the Ohio Valley Conference. 
"We're doing the right things with personnel we have," Harrell 
said. "Our young men are battling each night but a combination of 
factors is killing us." 
Last weekend was no exception to the Eagles' string of hard 
luck defeats. Tennessee Tech ruined a good .MSU effort by burning the 
nets for an extraordinary 58 per cent of its field goal attempts . Four 
turnovers in the last minute killed MSU in the East Tennessee game. 
"We played as well as we could at Tech," Harrell added. "There 
is simply no way to stop that kind of shooting." 
Jim Day's 21 points and 13 rebounds and Jerry Hueseman's 24 
points and 10 rebounds were the best performances at Tennessee Tech . 
Eddie Conley added 12 points. 
"Our game plan was almost perfect against East Tennessee," the 
second-year head coach added. "However, we beat ourselves with 23 
turnovers and were not quick enough to beat their pressure defense 
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Morehead State hit 50 per cent of its field goal tries Monday 
night because, according to Harrell, "we had more patience and worked 
for the best shots." • 
Day was the most productive Eagle with 26 points and 10 rebounds. 
Bubba Abell added 15 in one of his best nights of the season • 
• Royce Woolever continued to enhance his newly-won starting role 
with nine points in each game and nine rebounds at East Tennessee. 
"He's improving with each game," Harrell said of the 6-11 
• sophomore. "Royce has the potential to be an excellent big man in 
1 • our league. " 
Harrell said his cagers would rest "two or three days" before 
I i 
beginning preparations for their Jan. 28 home date with West Texas 
State. 
"Frankly, we're bushed," he added. "We haven't had a day off 
since Christmas and five of our next six games are on the road." ... 
The Eagles have been at home twice in their nine games since 
Dec. 26. 
Harrell announced that 6-1 sophomore guard Vic Wharton could 
rejoin the team this week. Wharton, MSU's third-highest scorer with 
11.4 points per game, was suspended last Friday and missed the • 







FROM : OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 4 0351 
TELEPHONE: 
Area Code 606/783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Another standout lineman from Northern Kentucky 
has signed a football letter-of-intent with Morehead State University. 
Latest to choose the Eagles is All-State defensive end Steve 
Iker of Erlanger Lloyd. 
The 6-2, 220-pound honor student is the son of Mr. and Mrs. 
William Iker, 27 Linwood Ave., Erlanger. 
Iker, whose high school team posted a 9-1 record this season 
under former Eagle gridder Frank Bruns, was signed by MSU Defensive 
Backfield Coach Larry Marmie. 
"Steve has good size plus the speed and quickness to make him 
one of the most outstanding prospects we have ever signed," said 
Eagle Head Coach Jake Hallum. "He definitely could play for us as a 
freshman next fall. 11 
Iker, also a regular on the Lloyd basketball squad, was 
named to the Kentucky Post All-Stars and was an All-Northern Kentucky 
selection. His team lost only to AA champion Fort Thomas Highlands . 
Signing previously with Morehead State was All-State tackle 





FROM: OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
-
TELEPHONE: 
Area Code 606/783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Despite a losing streak, two Morehead 
State University basketball Eagles are individual standouts in 
Ohio Valley Conference statistics. 
Jim Day, averaging 25.3 points through 14 games, is second 
in the OVC scoring race and 21st in the nation. His rebound 
I 
output of 13.3 per game is third in the loop and his field goal ~ 
percentage of 51.S is fifth. 
Jerry Hueseman, the squad's only oth~ senior, is third in 
free throw accuracy with 52 of 65 for 80 per cent. He is seventh • 
in rebounding with 10.l and 15th in scoring at 15.7. 
Coach Bill Harrell's Eagles are in the OVC cellar with a 
2-12 overall record and 0-6 conference mark. 
1 They return to action Thursday, Jan. 28, at home against 
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FROM: OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
TELEPHONE: 
Area Code 606/783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- It was a winning weekend for Morehead 
State University as the Eagles took victories in basketball, wrest-
ling and swimming. 
MSU's freshman cagers remained unbeaten in eight games by 
walloping Marshall's frosh, 107-71, at Huntington. Leonard Coulter 
led MSU with 25 points and 15 rebounds. Howard Wallen added 17 
points and 10 assists. 
The Eagle swimmers picked up two wins, dropping Kentucky 
Friday night, 62-50, and West Virginia Tech on Saturday, 62-46. 
Freshman Steve Milleson continued his assault on the MSU record 
books, establishing new team marks in the 240 individual medley and 
500 freestyle. 
The Eagle grapplers grunted and groaned to a 19-16 win over 
Dayton on Saturday. Individual victories came from Jerry Gorelick , 
Dave Lawson, Tom Beschler, Bob Warren and Dave Bostelman. 
Varsity basketball action resumes Thursday night when MSU 
entertains West Texas State at 7:30 p.m. Coach Bill Harrell's 
,• 
Eagles will be looking to snap a 12-game losing streak. The frosh • 
cagers face Transylvania in the 5:30 p.m. preliminary. ii 
Coach Dan Walker's wrestlers travel to Eastern Kentucky ( 
this Saturday. They return to home action Feb. 9 against Marshall 
at 7 p.m. Coach Bill Mack's swimmers are idle until a double dual 
meet Feb. 5 at Eastern Kentucky. Western Kentucky comes to 







FROM: OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 403 51 
TELEPHONE: 
Area Code 606/783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State returns to the basketball 
wars Thursday night and Coach Bill Harrell's Eagles meet a tough, 
new opponent in their first home appearance in nearly a month. 
The Buffaloes of West Texas State provide the opposition for 
the 7:30 p.m. encounter at Laughlin Fieldhouse. MSU's unbeaten 
freshmen tangle with Transy.lvania in the 5:30 p.m. preliminary. 
Coach Dennis Walling's WTSU quintet was 10-4 early this week 
with wins over highly-regarded Utah State and New Mexico State. Re-
bounding from last year's 12-13 record, the Buffaloes are paced by 
6-7 forward Steve Davidson. 
It will be the first basketball meeting between MSU and West 
Texas State, newly-admitted to the Missouri Valley Conference. 
The Eagles have not played at home since dropping a 68-66 
decision to Murray State on Jan. 4. Four road defeats in the interim 
stretched the losing streak to 12. 
Harrell is hopeful the 10-day layoff will help his cagers 
get back into the win column. "We were exhausted after that last 
journey and our young men have had some time off to prepare them-
selves mentally and physically for the rest of the season," he said. 
Despite their 2-12 overall mark and 0-6 Ohio Valley Conference 
slate, the Eagles have battled almost every opponent down to the 
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"There is no defeatist attitude on our club," Harrell added. 
"We've made a lot of mistakes and had some hard luck but these kids 
always give a good account of themselves. " 
The Eagles return to the suitcase circuit this weekend 
a flying road trip to Miami, Fla. and Hattiesburg, Miss. The 
Hurricanes of the University of Miami play host to MSU Monday night 
and Southern Mississippi is Tuesday night's foe. 
"That's going to be a rugged trip but we're used to being 
away from home by now," Harrell concluded. "Both of those teams 
will know they've been in a battle." 
#### 
.. 
FROM: OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
TELEPHONE: 
Area Code 606/783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State's undefeated freshman basketball 
team goes after its ninth straight win Thursday night and coach Jack 
Black is trying not to look at the rest of the schedule. 
"I have not encouraged this talk of an unbeaten season," the 
frosh mentor added. "We still have 10 or 12 games left and several 
of them are with good teams . " 
The Little Eagles upped their record to 8-0 with last Saturday' ~ 
107-71 pasting of Marshall's frosh. Leonard Coulter paced MSU with 
25 points and 15 rebounds . 
"We turned them loose in the second half and they ran wild, " 
Black said with a smile . "Sometimes they surprise me with their 
overall ability . We're mighty fortunate to have such new blood in 
our program." 
Regarded by some as the best crop of yearlings in MSU's cage 
history, the frosh mainly consists of six All-Staters, including 
two All-Americans. Coulter, averaging 26 points and nearly 20 
rebounds , has more than lived up to his prep All-America billing. 
Playmaker deluxe Howard Wallen, who contributed 17 points and 
10 assists to the Marshall effort, runs the offense efficiently and 
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All-Stater Eugene Lyons of Johns Creek had 16 points and 10 
rebounds against Marshall and has sparkled in almost every game. For 
a 6-4 forward, his ball handling and speed continually impress 
onlookers. 
Joe Stallworth, a teammate of Coulter•s at Danville, has been 
the surprise of the season. He had 16 points at Marshall and is a 
deadly shooter from outside. Defensive ace Bill Dotson of Hazel 
Green plays guard opposite Wallen and compliments him perfectly, 
according to Black. 
"'rhey'll be the best guard combination in the league next 
year," he predicted. "And, if Dotson continues to improve his 
scoring, they also should be the highest scoring pair." 
All-Stater John Stacy of Breathi tt county and Mark Wenning 
share the pivot spot. Both are 6-7 and lanky but will be heavier 
next year, Black says. Jumping jack Lowell Ashby and walk-on Ken 
Noll have provided excellent reserve strength . 
"We play Transylvania's freshmen Thursday night and I'm 
concentrating on them, " Black said. "However, Morehead State has 
never h ad an unbeaten freshman team and I wouldn't object if it 
happened this season. " 
###### 
FROM : OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
.. 
TELEPHONE: 
Area Code 606/783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Mike Sterbling of Erlanger Lloyd has become 
the fourth Kentucky All-Stater to sign a football letter-of-intent 
with Morehead State University . 
A 6-3, 200-pound center and defensive end, he is the son of 
Mr. and Mrs. John Sterbling, 3140 Hulbert Ave., Erlanger. 
Sterbling, who joins Lloyd teammate Steve Iker as an MSU 
recruit, also won All-Northern Kentucky Conference honors and was 
named to the Kentucky Post All-Stars. 
He performed for Coach Frank Bruns at Lloyd and helped post 
a 9-1 record. Bruns is a former MSU gridder. 
"Mike is a young man of outstanding character and attitude," 
said Eagle Head Coach Jake Hallum. "He has the potential to be a 
standout college player on either offense or defense. We are 
convinced he will be a tremendous asset to our program." 
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FROM: OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
TELEPHONE: 
Area Code 606/783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Offensive guard John Wischer, football player 
of the year at Newport Catholic High School, has signed a letter-of-
intent with Morehead State University. 
The 6-1, 215-pound lineman is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Wilfred 
Wischer, 687 Wischer Drive, Covington. 
He also was named to the first teams of the All-Greater 
Cincinnati League and the Kentucky Post All-Stars. 
"John comes to us from a fine high school program and has 
been a standout performer in a tough league," said MSU Head Coach 
Jake Hallum. "He certainly has the equipment to become an excellent 
collegic.te player . " 
Wischer, who plans to study business at Morehead State, 
played for Coach Bob Schneider at Newport Catholic. 
MSU ' s sixth recruit of 1971 was signed by Defensive Backfield 
Coach Larry Marmie. 
##### 
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FROM: OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
TELEPHONE: 
Area Code 606/783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---All-State center Bill Seay of Hopkinsville 
has signed a football letter-of-intent with Morehead State University. 
The 6-2, 210-pound captain of last season's HHS Tigers is 
the son of Mr. and Mrs. William H. Seay, 2709 So. Virginia St., 
Hopkinsville. 
Seay was a three-year starter for Coach Fleming Thornton and 
also won all-conference honors. He was signed by MSU Assistant 
Coach Ray Cobb, a former Hopkinsville assistant. 
"We feel Bill has the potential to be a great college 
performer," said MSU Head Coach Jake Hallum. "He has strong 
character, played in a good program and has an excellent football 
heritage." 
• The signee's father also was a standout gridder at 
Hopkinsville High. 
Seay, the fifth Kentucky All-Stater to sign with the Eagles, 
plans to study physical education. 







FROM: OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
TELEPHONE: 
Area Code 606/783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University Basketball Coach 
Bill Harrell is smiling again. 
His Eagles defeated West Texas State, 90-78, Thursday night to 
snap a 12-game losing streak. It was the first MSU victory since a 
88-78 conquest of Morris Harvey on Dec. 5. 
"It was good to break that thing," the second-year head coach 
added. "We really wanted to get a win and it was good to get it at 
home." 
A 10-day layoff since the last defeat left the Eagles rested 
and ready as they pulled away in the second half behind the scoring 
and rebounding of Jim Day . The 6-8 senior scored 35 points and 
grabbed 10 rebounds on the night. His 23 points in the second half 
and clutch foul shooting by his teammates, 14 of 16 in the last nine 
minutes, put MSU back into the win column. 
Harrell also praised the deadly shooting of his starting 
guards who teamed for 38 points, 22 from Eddie Conley and 16 from 
Bubba Abell. Conley hit 7 of 11 from the floor and Abell canned 8 
of 12 to help the Eagles sink a sizzling 58.9 per cent of their 
field goal attempts. 
Jerry Hueseman added 10 points and nine rebounds and 6 -11 
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a "We had a superb team effort and it appears this is the 
combination we've been searching for all year," Harrell said. Day, 
Hueseman, Woolever, Abell and Conley comprise the 11th different 
lineup Harrell has devised since the season opened. 
The long-awaited victory couldn't have happened at a better 
time for Harrell ' s cagers. They head south Sunday for a Monday 
night game in Miami, Fla. and a Tuesday night date in Hattiesburg, 
Miss. against Southern Mississippi • 
l 
• "We' re really optimistic about this trip now," Harrell added. 
"Our young men have regained their confidence and they're more 
determined than ever." 
The Eagles travel to Eastern Kentucky University next 








. . . ... 
FROM: OFFICE OF SPORTS INFGRMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
TELEPHONE: 
Area Code 606/783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University's wrestling team 
finished the season with a 7-5 record despite losses in its final 
two matches. 
The Eagles were dropped by West Virginia University, 29-8, 
and UT-Chattanooga, 28-8. 
However, the season was termed a success on the basis of two 
wins each over Eastern Kentucky and Dayton and single victories over 
Marshall, Morris Harvey and the University of the South. 
"Considering our serious lack of depth, we were very pleased 
with the season," said MSU Head Wrestling Coach Dan Walker. "Four 
of our losses were to three of the top college wrestling teams in 
the country," he said in reference to WVU, Chattanooga and Cincinnati. 
Assistant Coach Dick Roche said three individual Eagles had 
"great" seasons. 
Sophomore Steve Morgan turned in a 9-2-1 record in personal 
competition and may be invited to the NCAA championships at Auburn 
next month. 
Sophomore Bob Warren missed four matches but still finished 
with the team's second best record, 7-1. Co-captain Tom Beschler, 
a senior, had a personal mark of 7-3-2. 
Roche also made special mention of freshman heavyweight Nick 
Nighswander who was 6-4 on the year. 
########## 
FROM: OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
TELEPHONE: 
Area Code 606/783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Rick Sperry, a rugged tackle from Shoals, 
w. Va., has signed a football letter-of-intent with Morehead State 
University. 
The 6-3, 210-pound gridder is the son of Mr. and Mrs. C. 
Sperry of Shoals and was an All-Conference pick for Coach Jim 
Thornburg at Buffalo High School. 
"Rick has good size, quickness and determination,'' said 
MSU Head Coach Jake Hallum. "He has the ability to play either 
offense or defense and do a fine job both ways. We're proud to 
have him in our program." 
Sperry was recruited by MSU Defensive Line Coach Wayne 








FROM:\ OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
TELEPHONE: 
Area Code 606/783-3325 
MOREHF.AD, Ky. --- Morehead State's improving basketball team 1 
put it all together Monday night and Head Coach Bill Harrell hopes 
to do it three more times this season. 
The Eagles dropped Middle Tennessee, 70-55, for their 6th win 1 
against 16 losses and second in 11 Ohio Valley Conference games. 
Harrell has preached a patient, ball control approach al~ 
season but the tempo was even slower against the Blue Raiders and f t 
paid off with numerous layups. 
"We realize that style isn't very exciting for the fans but 
it is necessary for us to win against bigger and stronger teams," 
Harrell said. 
A similar strategy kept the Eagles close to Western Kentucky 
in the first half last Saturday but scoring and rebounding ace Jim 
Day ran into foul trouble and the Hilltoppers pulled away in the last 
23 minutes to take an 89-70 decision. 
Tennessee Tech comes to Morehead Saturday night and MSU will 
be looking to avenge a 74-69 defeat suffered in Cookeville, Tenn. 
last month. Tech's Golden Eagles lost to Murray Saturday night, 72-69, 
and are 7-15 overall and 4-8 in the OVC. 
"They (Tech) have a fine pair of outside shooters and their 
size under the basket is hard to match," Harrell added. "We'll need 
another superlative defensive effort." 
Middle Tennessee's 55 points was the lowest output of any MSU 
opponent this year and Harrell credited the better defense to "more 
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Tech's attack is geared to the outside shooting of sophomore 
guards Wayne Pack and Al Lewis. They teamed for 42 points against 
MSU in the first game. 
Morehead State's guard play has been improving of late and 
. Harrell was quick to commend Eddie Conley's effort against Middle 
Tennessee as "the best game of his varsity career." The 6-1 junior 
scored 13 points, made five assists and held the Blue Raiders' Herman 
Sykes to 10 points, nine below his average. 
Day, Jerry Hueseman and Gary Cress also sparkled Monday night. 
Day led both teams with 25 points and 12 rebounds. Hueseman added 
10 points and eight rebounds. Cress grabbed six rebounds. 
The MSU schedule lists three more home games - Tech on Saturday, 
East Tennessee next Monday and Eastern Kentucky on March 4. 
* * * * * * * * * * * * 
The unbeaten MSU freshmen ran their streak to 15 by blasting 
Southeastern Christian, ]!1-69, and Kentucky Christian, 128-48, over 
the weekend. 
Coach Jack Black's Little Eagles travel to Somerset Community 
College Thursday for their last road game. They finish the season 
at home Saturday against the Marshall freshmen and next Monday with 
East Tennessee's frosh. 
######### 
' FROM: OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40 351 
TELEPHONE: 
Area Code 606/783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State's record-breaking swim team 
carries a 6-6 slate into the Kentucky Intercollegiate Swim Champion-
ships in Louisville Thursday and Friday. 
• The Eagles were beaten by Cincinnati Friday night, 70-43, but 
came back Saturday afternoon to drop Morris Harvey, 74-29, in the 
last dual meet of the year. 
MSU and four other state universities - Eastern, Western, 
UK and UL - will vie for the state collegiate title at the UL pool. 
"We've had a good year in spite of that break even record," 
said MSU Head Coach Bill Mack. "Our young men established new team 
records in all 17 events this season and that's no small accomplish-
ment." 
I 
Three more team marks were erased last weekend, including 
two by Indianapolis freshman Ken Watkins. He was timed in the 200-
yard freestyle at 1:56.0 and in the 200-yard butterfly at 2:09.8. 
Watkins teamed with Jack Abeln, Jim Geiman and Rhodes 
for a new standard of 3:55.2 in the 400-yard medley relay. 
"We might see some other records fall this weekend," Mack 
added. "Our swimmers want to give a good account of themselves in 
the state meet." • 
Of the four opponents, MSU has defeated Louisville and 
Kentucky this year and lost to Eastern and Western. 
###### 
.. 
FROM: OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
TELEPHONE: MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 Area Code 606/783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Brett Wright, a punter from Franklin County 
High School, has signed a football letter-of-intent with Morehead 
State University. 
~ He is the son of Mr. and Mrs. w. F. Wright, 260 Harrod 
Frankfort. 
A two-year letterman for Coach Sonny Adkins at FCHS, Wright 
39 yards per kick in his senior season. 
"Brett has excellent character and is dedicated to becoming 
a first rate college punter," said MSU Head Coach Jake Hallum. 
"We're pleased to have him in our program." 
Wright also plays basketball, baseball and track and is 
active in student organizations. He was signed by Coach Hallum. 










~ FROM: OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
TELEPHONE: 
Area Code 606/783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State's Laughlin Fieldhouse may 
bulge at the sides Saturday night. 
About 5,000 basketball fans are expected to jam the building 
for the 7:30 p.m. battle between MSU and Western Kentucky . 
Western's nationally-ranked Hilltoppers are 17-4 overall and 
9-1 in the Ohio Valley Conference. Coach Bill Harrell's Eagles are 
5-15 and 1-8. • 
"We hope to be competitive," was Harrell's only comment this 
week. The Eagles turned in their best effort of the year Monday 1 
night, blasting Austin Peay, 103-77, on the road. 
Western, fresh from an 83-65 triWTlph over East Tennessee, is 
led by All-American Jim McDaniels' 28.3 points and 15.2 rebounds 
per game. 
The Hilltoppers won their first game with MSU this season, 
85-63 at Bowling Green, despite tight defenses on McDaniels and Rose. 
The Hilltoppers hold a series advantage over the Eagles but have had 
few easy victories at Morehead. 
Morehead State is paced by Jim Day's 24.9 points and 14 
rebounds per game. 
The Eagles' unbeaten freshman team hosts Southeastern 
Christian in the 5:30 p.m. preliminary. 
The 11 Mini Mustangs 11 of Louisville will perform at halftime 
of the varsity game. The 28 grade school players feature flashy 
ball handling, dribbling and passing. They are coached by Gene 






FROM: OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
TELEPHONE: 
Area Code 606/783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- "This definitely puts us in a better frame of • 
mind for the Western game." 
Morehead State University Head Basketball Coach Bill Harrell 
smiled as he talked of his Eagles' impressive 103-77 Monday night 
victory over Austin Peay at Clarksville, Tenn. 
The win was MSU's fifth against 15 losses and first in nine 
Ohio Valley Conference games. It snapped a three-game losing streak 
and gave the Eagles a 1-1 split in their last road trip of the 
season. Murray's Racers won Saturday night's game at Murray, 89-78. 
"We've played only six of our 20 games at home so far and 
we're really anxious to get back on our own court again, 11 Harrell 
said. 
Western's nationally-ranked Hilltoppers provide the first 
opposition in a five-game, season-closing home stand for MSU. The 
7 :30 p.m. Saturday clash is expected to jam Laughlin Fieldhouse . 
• Western won the earlier meeting this season, 85-63 at Bowling 
Green, but All-American Jim McDaniels was held to 10 points, the 
lowest scoring effort of his career. 
"They (Western) have a great team and no doubt will be 
heavily favored but our youngsters aren ' t conceding anything," 




-. • • 
• 
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Morehead State is 3-3 in home appearances this year. 
* * * * * * * * * 
All-OVC forward Jim Day tallied 31 points Monday night to 
move within one point of seventh position on MSU's all-time scoring 
list. 
The 6-8 senior from Ashland Fairview has 1,048 career points 
with five games left to play. Seventh place currently is held by 
Willie (Hobo) Jackson with 1,049 points in three varsity seasons. 





sophomore, took eighth position Saturday night at Murray. He scored • 
18 points to run his total to 1,017 before the Austin Peay game. 
Dropping to ninth was Warren Cooper's 1,011. Cooper is head 
basketball coach at Rowan County High School in Morehead. 
a 
Day is averaging 24.9 points and 14 rebounds. 
* * * * * * * * * • 
The Eagle freshmen, unbeaten in 11 starts before this week's 
games with Transylvania's and Berea's junior varsities, will be 
featured in Saturday night's preliminary to the MSU-WKU game. 
Coach Jack Black sends his high scoring Little Eagles against 
Southeastern Christian at 5 : 30 p.m. in a newly-scheduled game. The 
MSU frosh include former high school standouts Howard Wallen of 
Johnson Central, Leonard Coulter of Danville, Eugene Lyons of Johns 
Creek, Bill Dotson of Hazel Green, Lowell Ashby of Shelby County and 
• John Stacy of Breathitt county. 
• I 
###### 
FROM: OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 






Area Code 606/783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---A former Morehead Stata University varsity 
swimmer played a key role in Tuesday's recovery of the Apollo 14 
spacecraft in the Pacific. I 
Rudy Ray Davis, a member of the MSU swim team for three 
and now a Navy frogman, swam to the capsule and helped attach the 
flotation collar. .. 
A native of Boyd County, he is the son of Mr. 
R. Davis of Piketon, Ohio, and is a 1965 graduate of Piketon High 
School. 
MSU Head Swim Coach Bill Mack recalled Davis as an "outstanding" 
diver and distance swimmer. 
The former Eagle joined the Navy in 1969. He now lives in 
California. 
• 






' ... FROM: OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
TELEPHONE: 
Area Code 606/783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State's swim team carries a 4-4 
record into home meets this weekend with Western Kentucky and 
Union. 
The Eagles lost last Friday to Vanderbilt and Eastern 
Kentucky but shattered five team records in the double dual meet 
at Richmond. 
Four freshmen and captain Bob Abell of New Albany, Ind. 
combined to produce all of the new marks against Vandy's Commodores. 
Louisville freshman Rhodes Taliferro, who became eligible 
two weeks ago, swam the 50 freestyle in 22.8 seconds and the 100 
freestyle in 50.5 seconds. Fort Mitchell freshman Jack Abeln 
cove red the 200 backstroke in 2:12.8. Freshman Steve Milleson of 
Ironton, Ohio, rewrote his own record for the 500 freestyle with 
a time of 5:20.2. 
Abell, Taliaferro, Milleson and Indianapolis freshman Larry 
Ridgeway swam the 400 free style relay in 3 : 28.8. 
Western's Hilltoppers appear in the Senff Natatorium pool 





FROM: OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
... 
TELEPHONE: 
Area Code 606/783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead Stcte University Head Basketball! 
Coach Bill Harrell looked at the schedule and frowned. 
• 
• "We're heading into two more tough ones and last weekend's 
• I 
game makes it even harder to be optimistic," he added. "However, it 
will be our last road trip and that's some consolation." 
The second-year head coach has reason to be glum. His Eagles 
suffered their heaviest beating of the season in Saturday night's 
90-62 decision at Eastern Kentucky. The loss was MSU's 14th of the 
year and seventh in the Ohio Valley Conference against four non-
conference victories. 
Murray State, last week's 19th ranked team in the nation, 
hosts the Eagles Saturday night and Austin Peay's surprising 
• 
Governors will be the Monday night opposition. Both teams defeated 
MSU at Morehead. Murray's margin was 68-66 and Austin Peay won90-84. 
Harrell said the Eastern disaster left his morale at its 
lowest point of the season. "We didn't hustle, we stood around on 
o f fense and defense and the rebounding was terrible," he added. "We 
came off two .good games down South and had our worst ni:ght of the year.' 
.Harrell said only sophomore guard Bubba Abell and junior 
forward Gary Cress were "worthy of mention" after the EKU game. Both 
came off the bench to score 12 and 11 points, respectively. 
* * * * * * * * * * 
Morehead State's unbeaten freshmen, now 10-0 and averaging 110 
points per game, travel to Paintsville Wednesday night to tangle with 
the Pikeville College junior varsity. The 7 p.m. clash is scheduled 





FROM: OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 




Area Code 606/783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---A long-cherished dream came true recently 
when Morehead State's Ron Gathright signed a professional football 
contract with the New Orleans Saints of the National Football League . 
The 6-3, 190-pound defensive back said he was "very satisfied" 
with terms of the bonus pact. New Orleans picked him in the 12th 
round of the annual NFL player draft last month. He was the second 
OVC player picked. 
Gathright, an All-Ohio Valley Conference choice in football and 
basketball for the Eagles, said he had hoped to play pro football since 
his first game as a child on the playgrounds of Louisville. 
A December graduate of MSU, Gathright teaches physical education 
at Newburg Elementary School in Louisville. 
He won All-State honors in football and basketball at Louisville 
Thomas Jefferson High School. 
Gathright reports to the Saints next summer . ( 
; 




FROM: OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCh"Y 40351 
TELEPHONE: 
Area Code 606/783-3325 
MOREHEAD, I~y. --- Jimmy Johnson, a first team All-Ohio run-
ning back from Orrville, has decided to play his college football 
at Morehead State University • 
The 5-11, 185-pound standout is the son of Mr. and ~tts. 
Rufus Johnson, 525 Fike Ave., Orrville. He was signed to a letter-
of-intent by MSU Offensive Line Coach John Behling. 
A three-year starter for Coach Mo Tipton's Red Riders, a 
.. 
Johnson rushed for 1,108 yards in his senior season for an average 
of 7.2 yards per carry. He had 2,607 yards rushing and 188 points 
in his varsity career. 
"Jimmy has the ability to play for us as a freshman," sc..id 
Eagle Head Coach Jake Hallum. "His speed is terrific and he is a 
young man of outstanding character." 
The OHS coaching staff includes MSU graduates John Plybon 
and Charles Burnett. 
The new Eagle recruit earned 10 varsity letters in football, 
basketball and track and also was an all-district and all-conference 
pick in football. He sparked OHS to a 9-1 record last season. 
Johnson plans to study sociology at Morehead State. 
, 
FROM: OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
• 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
r .-
TELEPHONE: 
Area Code 606/783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky. Football and track standout Dave Hamilton 
of Portsmouth, Ohio, has signed a football grant-in-aid with Morehead 
State University. J .. 
The Portsmouth West product, who plays defensive back and 
running back on the gridiron, was last year's state champion in 
100-yard and 220-yard dashes. 
Hamilton, a 6-0, 170-pounder, helped Portsmouth West compile 
a 10-1 record this season by scoring 137 points. A three-year 
letterman, he won all-district and all-league honors. 
His high school coach, Tom Swain, is a graduate of Morehead 
a • "Dave has excellent speed, as his track career indicates, 
and we feel he is an outstanding college prospect," said MSU Head 
Coach Jake Hallum. "He comes to us highly recommended from a great 
high school program." 
I Hamilton was signed by Eagle assistant coaches John Behling 
Dan Walker. 






FROM: OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
TELEPHONE: MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD I KE?-."TUCK'I 40 3 51 Area Code 606/783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Defensive back Ron Gathright has become 
second straight pro football dra~tee. 
The 6-3, 190-pound product of Louisville Thomas Jefferson 
was selected by the New Orleans Saints in the 12th round of the 
National Football Leagua player draft. • 
"We are very pleased with Ron's selection," said MSU Head 
Coach Jake Hallum. "He is an outstanding pro prospect and has alway !.. 
been a credit to More·.nead State. 11 • 
Gathright, who was graduated last month, earned six varsity 
letters--three each in football and basketball--for the Eagles and 
wa:J an All-Ohio Valley Conference pick in each spo!:'t. 
• Defensive tackle Dave Haverdick, a first team All-American 
last year, was ·drafted and signed last year by th~ Detroit Lions. 








FROM: OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 




Area Code 606/783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State's improving basketball squad 
heads for Richmond Saturday night in search of its first Ohio Valley 
Conference victory. 
Coach Bill Harrell's Eagles are 4-13 after a split in last 
week's two-game southern swing and carry an 0-6 OVC mark into the 
fray with Eastern Kentucky's Colonels, now 9-7 overall and 3-3 in the 
conference. 
MSU came from 12 points behind with four minutes left Monday 
night to edge Miami of Florida, 76-75. However, another late charge 
fell short Tuesday night as Southern Mississippi escaped with a 
91-89 triumph at Hattiesburg, Miss . 
The strain of constant travel took its toll in the second game 
as the obviously-tired Eagles lost a six-point halftime lead. They 
rallied for seven points in the last 50 seconds but could not over-
come USM's nine-point bulge. 
"We could have swept the trip with a little more rest," Harrell 
said . "All that traveling was too much for us. But I'm proud of our 
I young men for great effort in both games." 
l • Jim Day sparked the Florida comeback with 26 points and 23 
• 
rebounds. Jerry Hueseman added 21 points. Hueseman, in turn, led 
the way against Southern Mississippi with 23 markers. Day added 
22 and 19 rebounds. 
Sophomore guard Vic Wharton, out of the starting lineup since 
Jan. 16, came off the bench in both games for key performances. He 
~ad 21 points against USM and nine points and some clutch defensive 







PROM: OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
TELEPHONE: 
Area Code 606/783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---With his glove, his family and 30 packages of 
chewing tobacco, Steve Hamilton headed for Florida last weekend. 
The 35-year-old lefthander reported to spring training at 
Sarasota, Fla. with other players of the Chicago White Sox. 
Hamilton is an assistant baseball coach and physical education 
• 1:1 instructor at Morehead State University during the off season. 
For the first time in eight years, the lanky southpaw didn't 
I 
go to Fort Lauderdale where the New York Yankees hold spring work- • • 
outs. He was sold to Chicago late last year after wearing a Yankee 
uniform since 1963. .. 
• The former basketball All-American at MSU didn't have a signed 
contract with the White Sox when he left Morehead but had reached 
a verbal agreement with the Chicago front office. 
Hamilton, heading into his 14th season in organized baseball 
and 10th in the majors, expects to continue being a relief pitcher . 
He was 4-3 last season with a 3.00 earned run average and his 
"folly floater" pitch was the talk of the American League. 
"I'm optimistic about the corning season, 11 said the 6-7 hurler. 
"Chuck Tanner, the new Chicago manager, is a fine baseball man and 
they have put together a young, talented club." • .;: 
The move to the White Sox reunites Hamilton with Johnny Sain, • 
one of his former pitching coaches at New York. "He's a great one," 
Hamilton said of his new bullpen boss. II 
(more) 
hamilton & baseball 2222222 
Hamilton's tobacco-chewing exploits have been publicized 
frequently in the national press and he plans to retain his 
unofficial title as the "chewingist man in the majors." His 
regular supplier, a Morehead merchant, has ordered a fresh supply 
of "chewing" for the 1971 season and will be shipping him two 
cartons every two weeks. 
"I'm taking 30 packages with me, 11 Hamilton said. "That 
should last about three weeks." The popular lefthander uses "about 




FROM: OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 4 0 3 51 
f 
TELEPHONE: 
Area Code 606/783-33 25 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University's baseball team has 
led the nation's colleges in hitting for two straight years and Coach 
Sonny Allen's squad has the potential to make 1971 the third. 
Every regular is back from last year's club which finished 
18-9 overall and batted .339, best of any NCAA school. The 1969 team 
hit .332, also the country's highest. 
However, bad weather and injuries hurt the MSU pitching staff 
late last season and a shorter season this year may cause similar 
problems . I 
"Our pitchers are in better physical condition and they'll 
work a regular rotation if the weather permits," Allen said, "but 
another good year at the plate will make it easier to survive all 
those doubleheaders." • 
Morehead State's new academic calendar reduced the spring 
semester by nearly a month and, as a result, the Eagles' 30-game 
schedule includes 13 twinbills. 
Returning regulars include third baseman Gary Cress who 
hit .438 to lead the ovc and placed 14th in the nation, 
Val Falcone who batted .371, clubbed eight homeruns and shared the 
RBI lead with Cress at 33 and first baseman Reese Stephenson who 
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Leftfielder Sam Daugherty hit .367 and drove in 27 runs . 
Second baseman Bruce Gentry, the country's leading base thief of 
1969 , batted .363. Catcher Bob Richards, who shared the backstopping 
chores, hit .412 . 
Other key players are shortstop Bobby Ison (.286), catcher 
Marsilio (.295) and rightfielder Tim Dawson (.289). 
The squad's top pitchers in 1970 were southpaws Dave Stultz 
and Torn Miller and righthander Glen McDaniel. Each was 3-1 . 
Reliever Fred Fiebiger had the best earned run average, 2.20. 
Lefthanded Starters are expected to be Stultz, John Lysien 
-.. 
• 
(2-3) , and Dan Dennis (1-2). One starter from among Jerry Weir (l-0), 
Mike Crusham (1-0) and Fiebiger (1-0) will team with McDaniel in the 
righthanded corps. Miller and Mike Hasselbach (1-1) are slated for 
bullpen duty . 
"We were not entirely satisfied with our pitching staff last 
year and Coach Hamilton (Chicago White Sox reliever Steve Hamilton) 
has spent a lot of time with our kids in the winter program, 11 Allen 
said. 1180 we' re looking for a noticeable change this season." 
The Eagles open the season at home March 25 against Morris 
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FROM: OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STA TE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
SPORTS BRIEFS 
TELEPHONE: 
Area Code 606/783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Dan Walker iis a coach at Morehead State 
University ·wbo likes to play golf at the MSU course. He likes it even better 
now since scoring a hole-in-one last week. 
His ace came on the 190-yard fifth hole with a 5 iron. It was witnessed 
by Bill Marston, Larry Baldridge and Bill Rogers. 
... 'IJ 
•• 
' Walker is head wrestling coach and offensive backfield coach in football. r 




MOREHEAD, Ky. --- ·· A split decision in the quarter-finals stopped 
Louis Rogan's dream of a national G('.)lden Gloves championship • 
The former Morehead State University football standout lest to eventual 
heavyweight champ John Dennis of Brockton, Mass. Earlier, Rogan knocked out 
LeRoy Martinez of Roswell, N. M. in the tournament's first round at Fort 
Worth, Texas. 
Rogan, who began fighting about a year ago, won the Tri-State Golden 
Gloves heavyweight crown last month at Huntington, W. Va. His career record • 
as an amateur is 8-1 with seven knockouts. 
The 5-11, 200-pound All-OVC tailback holds MSU's career rushing ... -




FROM: OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
TELEPHONE: 
Area Code 606/783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky. ~-- Morehead State University basketball stand-
out Jim Day has been swamped with honors this month after a great 
senior season. 
The 6-8 forward from Ashland Fairview received honorable 
mention in All-America balloting conducted for TV Guide by the U.S. 
~asketball Writers Association and was a unanimous choice for the 
~econd straight year on the All-Ohio Valley conference team. 
Day, who led the Eagles in scoring and rebounding for two 
seasons, was picked by the Utah Stars in the eighth round of the 
American Basketball Association player draft and was named to the 
Kentucky team for the Kentucky-Tennessee All-Star benefit games in 
Louisville and Nashville. 
He also is expected to be tabbed in the upcoming National 
Basketball Association player draft. 
11 Jim certainly is deserving of these tributes," said MSU 
Head Coach Bill Harrell. "He is a talented, dedicated basketball 
player with great character and excellent attitude." 
Day averaged 24.3 points and 13.6 rebounds this season. He 
won unanimous all-tournament recognition in December at the Queen 
City Tournament in Buffalo, N.Y. 
The sharpshooting cager is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Willard 
Day, 315 Prichard st., Ashland. He is majoring in business and will 
be graduated from MSU in May. 
411111 It# 
- msu varsity 2-2-2-2-2-2 
~his/ 
l~ for"W season,··--··•Harrell said he was pleased with the 
squad's improvement late in the season. The Eagles won four of their last 
--six games, including three straight home victories against ovc• teams. 
" l:.:Perhaps our record would have been better if we had played more 
home gam~rv"v r-d ha.lb~ (~t$s~story now and':i~'re' 
l ooking 
ahead with a positive attitude, 11 he added. 
J SeniDI'$ Jim Day and Jerry Hueseman had "superb" seasons, Harrell 
C ~et/ another 
t:>ay, a likely~ for 111·~·····-- unanimous All-OVC selection, said. 
paced the Eagles in scoring and rebounding with averages of 24. 3 points and 
13. 6 rebounds. He closed his career with 1, 158 points, good for seventh 
~the alltime MSU scoring list/ 
place , · ' WE g His seasons highs were 40 points 
• 
against St. Peter's and 25 rebounds against Morris Har vey. The 6-8 forward hot 
'=~~"";\ta~, for the pro draft. 
LHueseman, a reliable 6-6 center, was second to Day in both 1coring 
and rebounding. He averaged 16. 3 points and 9. 5 rebounds . His best scoring 
effort was 30 points against OVC champ Western Kentucky. .. 
~rell s~~ junior guard Eddie Conley and 6-3 junior foward Gary 
''The -Cress: came on strong late in the year and a really helped us. 11 Conley began 
deadly outside 
to develop as a floor leader and Cress emerged as a 
l.!:bba Abell, a 6- 1 sophomore guard, and 6-11 sophomore Royce Woolever 
were41••• .... occasionaW starters and provided "fine play at times, 11 Harrell 
added. 












FROM: OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
TELEPHONE: 
Area Code 606/783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Rick West, a standout running back from 
Newark, Ohio, has signed a football letter-of-intent with 
Morehead State University. 
The 6-1, 195-pound All-Central Ohio League selection at 
Newark High School is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Billy West, 
640 Canterbury Ct., Newark. He also won all-district honors 
under Coach Paul Starr at NHS • 
"We're delighted to have Rick at Morehead State," said 
MSU Head Coach Jake Hallum. "He is the strongest blocker we've 
scouted this year and he comes highly recommended from an excellent 
high school program." 
West also lettered in wrestling, track and baseball at 
Newark High. He was signed by Eagle assistants John Behling and 
Larry Marmie • 
##### 
• 
FROM: OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
TELEPHONE: 
Area Code 606/783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State's swim team rewrote six 
school records in last weekend's fourth place finish in the • 
Kentucky Intercollegiate Swimming Championships. 
Freshman Steve Milleson was second in the 200-yard individual 
medley with a MSU record time of 2:08.9. It was the highest finish 
for an Eagle swimmer since the statewide meet began. 
Milleson teamed with junior Bob Abell, sophomore Jim Geiman 
and freshman Rhodes Taliaferro for a new time of 3:27.7 in the 400-
yard freestyle relay. 
Junior Mark Lennon swam the 100-yard breast ·stroke in 1:09.2 
to establish another new mark. 
Other record breakers were freshman Jack Abeln in the 100-
yard backstroke (1:00.5): freshman Ken Watkins in the 100-yard 
butterfly (0:58.0); and freshman Larry Ridgeway in the 1,650-yard 
freestyle (19:12.3). 
The Eagles finished with 208 points compared with their 
previous high of 135 in the 1970 meet. 
"It was our best showing and we hope to do even better next 
year with most of our young men returning," said MSU Head Coach 
Bill Mack. "Our first eight swimmers will be sophomores." 
. I 
FROM: OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
TELEPHONE: 
Area Code 606/783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State goes for its fourth straight 
victory and a taste of revenge Thursday night in the final basketball 
game of the season. 
Eastern Kentucky's Colonels come to town with the host Eagles Q 
ti 
still smarting from a 90-62 lacing last month at Richmond in what 
is considered the worst MSU outing of the year. • 




Ohio Valley Conference. They dropped Tennessee Tech, 95-91, on • 
Monday night while MSU was making East Tennessee its third ovc 
victim in a row, 59-56. Coach Bill Harrell's Eagles are 8-16 on 
the year and 4-9 in the conference. 
I 
"It makes a big difference when you play at home, " Harrell 
said after Monday night's squeaker. "We've won three out of four 
since finishing our road schedule and our kids are anxious to close 
with a victory and make up for the first game with Eastern. However, 
they have a fine club and that loss made us respect them even more." 
The Colonels are paced by deadeye shooter George Bryant, one 
of the OVC's top scorers, and rebounding ace Carl Greenfield. 
Deliberate offense and tighter defense have been the reasons 
behind MSU's consecutive home court wins over Middle Tennessee, 
Tennessee Tech and East Tennessee. "We just can't play a fast game 
and stay competitive," Harrell said. "These wins have proven that 





msu vs. eku 2222222 
Scoring and rebounding leaders Jim Day and Jerry Hueseman, 
MSU's only seniors, make their final appearances Thursday night 
and both will be recognized at halftime as will the unbeaten 
Eagle freshmen. ,. 
Day led the way in the two weekend victories with 29 points 
and 22 rebounds against Tech and 23 points and 11 rebounds Monday 
night. Hueseman scored 24 Saturday night and grabbed 11 rebounds 
against East Tennessee. 
"Jim and Jerry have been mighty important to us during the past 
I two seasons," Harrell said. "They're very dedicated and talented I' basketball players. We• re certainly going to miss them next year. " 
Thursday night's clash with EKU is the season finale for both 
clubs. Tipoff time is 7:30 p.rn. No preliminary is scheduled • 




- .. . . ,,. 
FROM: OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY TELEPHONE: 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 Area Code 606/783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Defending Ohio Valley Conference golf 
champion Bill Spannuth is rounding into form and that spells trouble ,,. 
for Morehead State's opponents. 
The stocky, 5-8 junior won the individual title in the Mid-
South Golf Classic at Sewanee, Tenn. last weekend and says he is 
"itching" to get into the OVC Tournament next month at Tennessee 
Tech. ' 
Spannuth's 12th place finish in the NCAA University Division 
last year was the OVC's highest, and the Anderson, Ind. linksman is 
hoping to do even better this year. 
Earlier this month, he finished 13th in a field of 264 in 
the prestige-packed Gulf American Tournament at Cape Coral, Fla. 
"Winning the Mid-South helped Bill's confidence," said MSU 
Golf Coach Ed Bignon. "His putting is not exactly right yet but 
he's improving his game day by day. He'll be ready for the confer-
ence tournament." 
Spannuth, 21, says the winter loss of 20 pounds has helped 
his game more than anything this spring. But Bignon, who doubles 
as the pro at MSU's course, says Spannuth is a better golfer be-
cause he is "smarter." 
"Maturity is very important to a young man with Bill's great 
physical ability," Bignon added. "He's eliminating mental errors 
and increasing his concentration." 
Spannuth, a former Indiana state amateur titlist, has two 
goals for himself this season: 
I "I want to repeat as ovc champ and play well enough in the 
NCAA to make All-American." 
##### 
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FROM: OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
TELEPHONE: 
Area Code 606/783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State Unive rsity athletes recorded 
victories in baseball, golf and tennis during the past week. 
Coach Sonny Allen's baseball Eagles won six of seven games to 
boost their record to 19-6 heading into this week's Ohio Valley Conference 
division playoffs at East T ennessee. The week's results included a single 
game win over Marshall, a double h eader sweep ove r Morris Harvey and 
three out of four games with Western Kentucky. 
Coach Ed Bignon's golfers shattered a home course record t;or team 
scoring eµ :route to a triangular match triumph over Marshall and B ellarmine . 
MSU's team total of 283 bettered the old mark of 284 set in 1969 against 
Bellarmine and Centre. Defending OVC champ Bill Spannuth had the match's 
low individual score with a 4 under par 66. 
Coach George Sadler' s tennis Eagles went on the road to defeat Austin 
Peay, 6 -3, but lost their six-match winning streak against Middle Tennessee 
by the same score. 
Coach Ted Newcomb 1 s trackmen dropped a dual meet to Kentucky 
State, 83-61, but MSU's Hosea Johnson eclipsed the school record in the 
880-yard dash with a time of 1:54. O. Other Eagles finished first in the mile run, 
high jump, pole vault, discus, three-mile run and triple jump. 
In spring sports this week, the baseball t eam goes into playoff action 
Thursday at Johnson City, Tenn., the golfers take on UK in Lexington, the 
track team plays host to Louisville, Marshall and Berea in a quadrangular meet ..-
and the netters visit Marshall, Western a nd Murray. 
.... 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
1971 Activities Honors Day - Individual Winners 
:a INTERCOLLEGIATE SPORTS -
OUTSTANDING CROSS COUNTRY PERFORMER - - Dan Price, Tiffin, 
Oh io, s enior. 
OUTSTANDING SWIMMER -- Steve Milleson, Ironton, Ohio, fre~bm:in. 
OUTSTANDING SOCCER PLAYER -- George Buck, Louisvill e senior. 
BASKETBALL ACADEMIC AWARD -- Jim Day, Ashland senior. 
MOST VALUABLE BASKETBALL PLAYER -- Jim Day, Ashland s enior. 
TV GUIDE ALL-AMERICA AWARD -- Jim Day, Ashland senior. 
BASKETBALL EAGLE AWARD -- Jerry Hueseman, Dill sboro, Ind. s e nior. 
MOST VALUABLE FRESHMAN BASKETBALL PLAYER -- L e ona rd 
Coulte r, Danville freshman. 
MOST VALUABLE BASEBALL PLAYER (Eddie Wallingfo rd Trophy) 
B r uce G e ntry, C a ve City senior. 
BASEBALL ACADEMIC A WARD -- Dave Stultz, Gre enup senior. 
OUTSTANDING TENNIS PLAYER -- John Schwan, Villa Park, Ill. s enior. 
OU TSTANDING TRACKMAN -- Hosea Johnson, Lexington junior. 
OU T STANDING GOLFER -- Bill Spa nnuth, Anderson, Ind. junio r. 
SE NIOR ATHLETE OF THE YEAR (fraternity m e mbe rs only) - - Stev e 
Wr ight, P i qua , Ohio, s e nior, tennis co-ca ptain. 
- INTRAMURAL SPORTS -
"MISS INTRAMURAL" - - Dia n e Eve n, Middletow~, Ohio, fr e shma n. 
" M R. INTRAMURA L" (fra t e rnity) - - Jim R op e r, M c K eesp ort, P a . 
gra duate student . 
"MR. INTR A M URA L" (inr!epend E>nt) - - J ohn P on soll, Wa rr en , P a . gradua te 
s tudent. (mo r e ) 
activities honorees 2-2-2-2-2-2 
OFFICIALS OF THE YEAR -- Pam Saunders, Gallipolis, Ohio, sophomore, 
and Ron Moore, Pilgrim, Ky. senior. 
FRATERNITY PARTICIPATION AWARD -- Pi Kappa Alpha. 
EARL SMITH A WARDS -- Gill Blackburn, Cold Spring fr eshman, a nd 
Tom Meadows, Gallipolis, Ohio, junior. 
- MISCELLANEOUS -
KAPPA DELTA MAN OF THE YEAR -- Jack Sims, Munfordville senior, 
###### 
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FROM: OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION ~ 
TELEPHONE: MOREHEAD STA TE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 Area Cnde 606/ 7 83-3'325 
-
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Fourteen Morehead State University students 1 
have been chosen to appear in the 1971 edition of "Outstanding College 
Athletes of America." .• 
Named in fnntball were Ed Mignery and Larry Baldridge. Basketbal 1 
hon(')rees are Jim Day and Jerry Hueseman. Gary Cress, Reese Stephenson 
and Val Falcone represent baseball. -· .. 
I Dave Neely and Jim Bayes are listed in track and Dan Price in cross 
country. Others are Ahmed Sabie, soccer; Dave Lair/eon, wrestling; George 
Buck, tennis; and Bill Spannuth, golf. • 
Coaches and athletic directors frnm individual schonls nominated the 
winning athletes on the basis of displayed abilities in athletics, community 
service and campus activities. Other criteria included strength of character, 
leadership nn and off the playing field and scholarship. 
Biographies of all "Outstanding College Athletes of America" will be 





FROM: OFFICE OF PUBLIC INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MCR EHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
(Special to The Paintsville Herald) 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Howard Wallen wiped his face with a towel as 
he left the basketball court at Morehead State University recently. The MSU 
freshman had just won their 17th straight game to finish the season with 
a perfect record. 
A statistician approached and the 6-2 guard from Johnson Central 
quickly asked: "How many assists did I get tonight? 11 Assists, not points, 
represent Wallen1s great value to MSU basketball.and his admirable humility. 
"That incident is typical of Howard's unselfish attitude toward his 
teammates, 11 said MSU Frosh Coach Jack Black. ''He's a great scorer in 
his own right but playmaking is more important to him. 11 
Wallen was the team's second highest scorer with an average of 19. l 
but it was in assists, the passes that lead to baskets, that he really left his 
mark in the MSU freshman record book. He set new records in season 
assists, 128, and had 13 in a single game for another new standard. 
"Howard is a gifted passer, 11 Black added. "In fact, he's so good that 
some of his passes went astray because the other players were taken by 
surprise. Our fans loved him and we 1re all anxious to watch him on the varsity. 11 
Wallen, a high school AU American under Coach Paul Williams, has 
basketball in his blood. His father, Wendell Wallen of Williamsport, is one of 




"Howard will make OVC basketball fans forget every great guard 
who played before him, 11 said MSU Head Coach Bill Harrell. 11 We are 
confident of his leadership, his dedication and his brilliant future. 11 
Wallen advances to the MSU varsity next season along with eight 
of his frosh teammates. Says Harrell of the move: 
11We have a starting job reserved for him and don11t expect to fill 
it again for three years. 11 
####### 
OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTU : KY 40351 
TELEPHONE: 
AC 606/783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Seven notables from high school coaching 
constitute the guest faculty for this summer's Morehead State University 
Basketball Camp. 
MSU Head Coach Bill Harrell is directing the three one-week 
sessions starting July 11, July 18 and July 25. 
Teaching in the first annual camp for boys 8 to 18 will be Julian 
Cunningham, head coach at Bath County; Pete Grigsby, head coach at 
McDowell; Wayne Martin, head coach at Pikeville; Ron Reed, bead coach 
at New Richmond, Ohio; Phillip Wood, head coach at Pendleton County; 
Wendell Wallen, former coach at Meade Memorial; and Fairce Woods, 
for mer coach at Breathitt County. 
The camp's assistant director is MSU Freshman Coach Jack Black, 
former head coach at Frankfort. 
"We are extremely pleased with the outstanding group of high school 
coaches who will be joining us this summer," Harrell said. "We also plan 
to have several other special guests. " 
Camp tuition is $75, including meals, housing and insurance. Campers 
will live in air-conditioned MSU residence halls. The application deadline 
is June 20. 
This year's high school graduates or any student enrolled for summer 
classes as a senior is not eligible to attend, according to NCAA regulations. 
####### 
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FROM: OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
TELEPHONE: 
Area Code 606/783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University's baseball Eagles 
swept a three-game weekend series with Akron University to finish 
the 1971 season with a 22-8 record and a team batting average of 
.303. 
John Lysien closed his MSU pitching career with a five-hitt er 
Friday and the Eagles took an 8-2 win. 
Another senior lefthander finished in a flourish in Saturday's 
first game as Dan Dennis gave up only three hits and blanked the 
visiting Zips, 3-0. Bruce Gentry, recently voted the Eddie 
Wallingford Trophy as the team's most valuable player, had three 
singles in three trips to the plate. 
Sophomore righthander Glenn McDaniel needed relief help in 
Saturday's nightcap as the Eagles ended the season with a fence-
busting 14-6 victory. Sam Daugherty was four for five, including 
two doubles. 
On the season, Head Coach Sonny Allen said his squad bad "a 
real fine year." "We hit the ball well and the pitching was excell .. 1::. 
almost all of the time," he added 
(more) 
msu baseball 2222222 
Eight seniors--pitchers Lysien, Dennis, Dave Stultz and Mike 
Hasselbach, infielders Reese Stephenson and Gentry and outfielders 
Daugherty and Tim Dawson--ended their baseball careers at MSU. 
"These young men will be very hard to replace," Allen added. 
"They have ability and devotion, the attributes it takes to succeed 
in any sport. All of them have topnotch character. We're certainl y 
going to miss them. 11 
Stephenson, a four-year starter at first base, paced t:ie EagJ.es 
in hitting this year with an average of . 394. He had nine double s 
and drove in 23 runs. Gentry batted .370 and took team honors with 
eight homers and 27 RBI's. Mark Dille and Val Falcone, who missed 
the last six games because of an injury, each hit .359. Daugherty 
finished with a .333 mark, including the team high of 10 doubles. 
Bobby Ison batted . 281 and crashed three home runs. Jim Baron, who 
b~came a starter late in the season, batted . 375. McDaniel l e d th ; 
pitchers with a .417 average. 
Lysien's 5-2 slate was the most victories for an Eagle hurle~. 
McDaniel finished 4-1 and Jerry Weir, the staff's ERA leader at 
1.09, was 3-0. Tom Miller had a 3-0 record and Hasselbach, Charli~ 
Whelan and Jeff Davidson each were 1-0. Dennis went 3- 2 and Stultz 
was 2- 2 . Fred Fiebiger was 0-1. Lysien's 43 strikeouts was a 
te<'m high . 
####### 
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MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
Final Baseball Statistics - 1971 
Record: Won 22, Lost 8 
Batting 
AB R H 2B 3B HR RBI AVE. 
Bruce Gentry 92 29 34 3 2 8 27 .370 
Sam Daugherty 105 25 35 10 0 2 21 .333 
Reese Stephenson 94 17 37 9 0 0 23 .394 
Mark Dille 64 7 23 3 1 1 21 .359 
Val Falcone 64 18 23 3 1 1 18 .359 
Gary Cress 89 20 22 3 0 1 14 .247 
Bob Ison 89 14 25 3 0 3 21 .281 
Tim Dawson 49 14 11 4 0 0 8 .224 
Bob Richards 57 9 12 0 0 0 6 .211 
John Marsilo 32 11 7 2 2 0 2 .219 
John Clark 6 1 2 0 0 1 2 .333 
Horner Cablish 8 3 1 0 0 0 1 .125 
Jim Baron 24 8 9 1 0 0 3 .375 
Dave Collins 3 0 1 0 0 0 0 .333 
John Kurtz 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 
Charlie Whelan 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 .ooo 
Dan Dennis 13 4 3 1 1 0 1 .231 
J e rry Weir 9 1 0 0 0 0 0 .ooo 
John Lysien 20 6 4 1 0 0 1 .200 
Glenn McDaniel 12 6 5 0 0 0 2 .417 
Tom Miller 5 2 2 0 0 0 0 .400 
Dave Stultz 10 1 2 0 0 0 1 .200 
Mike Hasselbach 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 .ooo 
Jeff Davidson 3 1 1 0 0 0 1 .333 
Fred Fiebiger 2 0 1 0 0 0 1 .500 ------ -Team Totals 857 197 260 43 7 17 174 .303 
Pitching 
G CG SAVES w L IP H R ER so BB ERA 
Dan Dennis 7 3 0 3 2 37 38 21 19 31 24 4.62 
JP.rry Weir 9 1 1 3 0 24 2/3 · 15 7 3 10 8 1.09 
John Lysien 7 6 0 5 2 52 41 25 13 43 19 2.25 
Glenn McDaniel 7 2 0 4 1 29 1/3 38 33 20 18 27 6.14 
Dave Stultz 7 2 1 2 2 29 2/3 26 25 18 29 24 5.46 
Tom Miller 4 1 0 2 0 16 2/3 15 10 6 19 6 3.24 
Fred Fiebiger 3 0 0 0 1 5 2/3 9 7 3 3 3 4.76 
Mike Hazzelbach 5 0 2 1 0 14 2/3 11 8 2 12 5 1 .23 
J e ff Davidson 2 1 0 1 0 6 2/3 7 2 1 5 2 1.35 
Charlie Whelan 2 0 0 1 0 1 1/3 2 1 1 1 1 6.25 - B 2272/3 -- -- -- -- --Totals 30 16 4 22 202 139 86 171 119 3.24 
OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STA TE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
TELEPHONE: 
Area Code 606/783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky. -- - Morehead State's golf, track and tennis teams 
head f or Cookeville, Tenn. this weekend and the Ohio Valley Conference 
Spring Championships at Tennessee Tech. 
MSU's Bill Spannuth is the defending OVC golf champ and his sport 
i s considere d the Eagles 1 best chance for a conference title. 11A few breaks 
will put us in the th i ck of things, 11 said Golf Coach Ed Bignon. 
The Eagl e linksmen won two triangula r matches in the r egular season, 
took second in the Mid-South Classic at Sewanee, Tenn. a nd copped 17th place 
in t he Gulf-American Invita tiona l at Cape Cor a l, Fla . 
Tennis Coach George Sadler i s counting on t wo fr eshmen to h elp his 
n etters move up. They were 9-4 during the s eason but lost all four to OVC 
foes. N ewcomers Mike Purtz and Mike Arnold 
Mike Purtz and Mike A:i;nold, both from Florida, a re the best t ennis 
newcomers at MSU in several y ears. 
Track Coach Ted Newcomb will have only 12 men on hand because of 
injuries and rebuilding problems. The E agle thinclads won jus t one meet 
in seven outings this spring. 
High jumper Dave Neely, h alf -miler Hosea Johnson and triple jumpe r 
Terry Beck.ham should finish high, N ewcomb said. 
####### 






OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STA TE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
TELEPHONE: 
AC 606/783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- "An outstanding collection of talent" is how 
Morehead State University Head Basketball Coach Bill Harrell describes 
his eight recruits of 197 1. 
The seven incoming freshmen and a junior college transfer represent 
Harrell's third recruiting effort. The first was located in less than six weeks 
and last year's output produced the first unbeaten freshman team in MSU 
history. 
"We 're hopeful of another outstanding freshman squad, " Harrell 
said. "These young men have the speed, quickness, shooting ability and 
size to do the job. 11 
The frosh prospects include Kentucky All-Staters Arch Johnson of 
• Breathitt County, Glenn Turner of McDowell and James Washington of 
Frankfort, Virginia All-Stater Gene Frye of Luray, and Kentucky standouts 
Eddie Scott of Lewis County, Larry Brown of Hazel Green Academy and 
• Mark Hudson of New Richmond, Ohio. 
Hudson at 6-10 is the tallest recruit and Washington and Brown, each 
e at 6-1, are the shortest. Scott and F.rye are 6-6,· Johnson is 6-5 and Turner 
is 6-2. 
Joining the varsity this season will be Ron Nicholson, a 6-8 center 
• from Seminole Junior College, Sanford, F la. Harrell terms him "a great 
leaper and a fine shooter. 11 
##### 
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TELEPHONE: 
OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 AC 606/783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Nine Kentucky high school standouts dominate 
the 1971 football recruiting effort at Morehead State University. 
Head .Coach Jake Hallum and ·his staff also have signed three 
players from Ohio and one from West Virginia. The 13 recruits consist 
of nine linemen, two running backs, a linebacker and a punter. 
"We're very pleased with this year's crop of future Eagles," Hallum 
said. "Several of them will see action this fail as freshmen. They're not 
big in numbers: but it eertainly is a quality group." 
The signees include: 
Ray Graham, 6-3, 205, linebacker, Danville. . · r· ~ .. 
Danny Fryman, 6-2, 205, tackle, Harrison County. 
Joe Dillow, 6-2, 205, center, Russell 
Steve Iker, 6-2, 220, defensive end, Erlanger Lloyd.: 
Neal Wheeler, 6-1, 210, guard, Boyd County. 
Mike Sterbling, 6-3, 200, center, Erlanger Lloyd •. .-. 
John Wischer, 6-1, 215, guard, Newport Catholic. 
Bill Seay, 6-2, 210, center, Hopkinsville. 
Brett Wright, 5-10, 165, punter, Franklin County. 
Jimmy Johnson, 5-11, 185, tailback, Orrville, Ohio. 
Rick Sperry, 6-3, 210, tackle, Shoals, W. Va. 
Rick Timmons, 6-2, 225, tackle, Cable, Ohio. 




OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STA TE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
TELEPHONE: 
AC 606/783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Entries are now being accepted for the Fourth 
Annual Morehead State University Invitational Golf Tournament July 2-4 
at the MSU Course. 
Ed Bignon, MSU golf coach and course professional, has announced 
54 holes of medal play in the championship flight and 54 holes of match 
play in other flights. First round losers will play in consolation flights. 
Flight winners are to receive trophies and gift certificates and 
runners-up will be awarded certificates. 
The amateur tourney's entry fee is $12. 50 and should be mailed to 
Ed Bignon, PO Box 253, Morehead, Ky. 40351. 
Assignments in all lower flights will be based on handicaps or 
qualifying rounds, Bignon said. 
The t ol\:rnament is open to all amateur golf er s. MSU standout Bill 
Spannuth is the defending champion. 
####### 
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OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
M OREHEAD STA TE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
TELEPHONE: 
AC 606/783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University's top golfer, 
Bill Spannuth, is returning to the NCAA Golf Championship Tournament. 
The Anderson, Ind. senior, who won the Ohio Valley Conference 
individual title in 1970, will be among 240 collegiate linksmen in the 
74th annual NCAA finals June 23-26 at Tucson National Golf Club in 
Tucson, Ariz •. 
"Bill is in good shape for the tournament and he is anxious to redeem 
himself after that bad showing in the conference tournament, " said MSU 
Golf Coach Ed Bignon. 
Spannuth finished in a tie for ninth in the OVC this spring after his 
putting went awry on the first 36 holes. He recovered for a 68 on the final 
round but was already out of contention. 
Earlier this year, the 5-8, 170-pound golf captain at MSU won the 
individual title in the Mid-South Classic at Sewanee, Tenn. 
Spannuth finished 12th in last year's NCAA tourney. 
####### 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- A special day camper fee of $40 has been 
announced for the 1971 Morehead State University Basketball Camp. 
Boys living on campus for the one-week sessions are assessed 
$75. The lower fee for commuters does not include housing and meals. 
Sessions open July 11, 18 and 25. Application forms have been 
mailed to every high school in Kentucky. Boys from 8 to 18 are eligible. 
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OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STA TE UNIVERSITY 
M OREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
TELEPHONE: 
AC 606/783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Four new opponents and a Christmas fournament 
highlight the 24-game Morehead State University varsity basketball schedule 
for 1971-72. 
The Eagles of Head Coach Bill Harrell tangle with newly-booked Oral 
Roberts, Duquesne, Indiana State and Illinois State and appear Dec. 27 and 
28 in the New Castle Holiday Festival at New Castle, Ind. Other entries 
are Tulane, Northern Michigan and St. Joseph's of Indiana • 
. The new card includes the usual home-and-home dates with regional 
foe Marshall and MSU's seven sister schools in the Ohio Valley Conference--
Western Kentucky, Eastern Kentucky, Murray State, Austin Peay, Middle 
Tennessee, East Tennessee and Tennessee Tech. 
Regular season play opens Dec. 2 against Duquesne at Pittsburgh, Pa. 
The Eagles start OVC action Jan. 15 at Murray. The 1971-72 quintet, 
Harrell's third, is scheduled 12 times in Laughlin Fieldhouse and 12 times 
on the road. Home varsity games start at 7:30 p. m. and freshman games 
at 5:30 p. m. 
Harrell will be counting on the products of last year's unbeaten freshman 
team and a junior college transfer to recover from last season's 8-17 · 
record. Four varsity lettermen also are returning. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- A 25th game has been added to Morehead 
State University's 1971-72 basketball schedule. 
Newly-scheduled for Coach Bill Harrell's Eagles is a road 
game Feb. 9 against the University of Toledo from the Mid-American 
Conference. 
MSU has 12 home appearances in Laughlin Fieldhouse and 13 
away games, including two in the New castle Holiday Festival at 
New Castle, Ind . 
Tourney play opens Dec. 27 with the Eagles meeting Tulane 
and Northern Michigan tangling with St. Joseph's of Indiana. Winners 
and losers are matched the next night. 
Previously added to this year's card were new foes Oral 
Roberts, Duquesne, Indiana State and Illinois State. MSU opens the 
season Dec. 2 at Duquesne and starts Ohio Valley Conference play 
Jan . 15 at Murray. 
The Eagles are hoping to recover from last year's 8-17 
record . At least eight players are expected to move to the varsity 
from last year's unbeaten freshman squad. 
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Bill Spannuth makes a habit of winning the MSU Invitational Golf 
Tournment during the July 4th weekend. 
The Anderson, Ind. , sta ndout and c aptain of the MSU golf team 
made it three in a row with last weekend's 4-stroke victory. 
His 2-over-par 212 for 54 holes was the best effort in the 
championship flight. Trailing with a 216 was Wally Rose of Lexington. 
Seven strokes back at 219 was Wayne Martin of P ikeville. Jim Ha lfhill 
of Lexington carded a 220. 
Spannuth, who will be a senior this fall, also won the tourney in 
1969 and 1970. He has appeared twice in the NCAA national championships. 
Winners of the lower flights were: 
1 - Bill Bradley; 3 - Gerry Egelston; 5 - Glenn Turner; 7 - Steve 
Wright; 9 - Ora Davis; and 11 - Greg Bellamy. 
The tournament was played at the MSU Cours e . Ed Bignon was 
tourney director. 
The top five finishes included: 
1. Bill Spannuth 
2. Wally Rose 
3 , Wayn~ Martin 
4. Jim Halfhill 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Dan Gadlage, a husky r ighthander from 
Louisv ille Trinity, is the first baseball recruit of 1971 at 
Morehead State University. 
The 6-4, 200-pound hurler struck out 94 batsmen in 61 
innings this season while compiling a 9-2 record for Coach Rich 
Rostel. His earned run average was 1.32. 
He is the son of Mr. and Mrs . Robert L. Gadlage, 5910 
Dutchmans Lane, Louisville. 
Gadlage, three-time winner of Trinity's most valuable 
pitcher award, was signed by MSU Head Coach Sonny Allen . 





~OREHEAD, Ky. --- A former Ohio high school coach of the ijyear 
has joined the grid staff at Morehead State University. 
L:ormer MSU quarterback Mike Gottfried, who compiled a 38-2 record 
in four seasons at Norwalk St. Paul, has been named defensive backfield 
~ 
coach at his alma mater. 
~are delighted with Mike's appointment, 11 said Eagle Head Coach 
Jake Hallum. "H~eveloped from an outstanding player into a superb 
coach and all of us are proud to have him in our program. 11 
l Gottfried, a"ll••••···- for the Eagles from 1963 through 
1965, was one of MSU ' s best passing quarterbacks. He threw for 3, 553 yards 
and 31 touchdowns in his four -year varsity career. 
His teams at Norwalk finished 9-1in1967, 10-0 in 1968, 
. He was named Ohio'y 
1 g 5 7 Class A coach of the year in 1969 ... 
\...at/ \...._a ~art of thy 
"I1m happy to be back . Morehead State and football programja-gain. 11 " 
coach is a native 






A[v"'"' ~tJ.,,, 6'er«. ~ 
sports info 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Everette L. (Mutt) Varney, former •••• 
~-~~~out 
basketbal at Berea College, has been named a graduate assistant 
coach at Morehead State University. 
~e 32-year-old Belfry native comes to MSU from Woodstock, Va. 
where he has been head basketball coach at Central High School since 
1967. 
lwe're very happy and very fortunate to have Everette 9 join 
' h;VV\/ our pro~ram, " said MSU Head Coach Bill Harrell, who coached~
~ t; ~f~b '*;s\...;S;t\eg-\j ).He was a dedicated player and his coaching 
-.. 
style • reflects the same determination • 11 
~arney, a three-time All-KIAC performer, was a four-year starter 
'-:t B~rey 
~~-·-·-•-•••P•••lillllllil-where he holds all major scoring records. 
Mountaineer 
He is the onl cager to . have his jersey number retire d. 
(The new Eagle assistant played four years of service and AAU 
basketball before going into coaching in 1966. He is the son of Mr. and 
Mrs. Rush Varney of Cl eveland, Ohio, formerly of Belfry, a nd is married 
to the former Nancy Golloway. They have three children. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---NBA All-Star Wes Unseld of the Baltimore 
Bullets will be featured during the second week of the Morehead 
State University Basketball Camp opening July 25. 
Unseld, a former All-American at Louisville,was voted the 
NBA's Most Valuable Player two years ago. He is considered one 
of the best centers in the history of the game. 
"We're really looking forward to his visit," said MSU Head 
Basketball Coach Bill Harrell, the camp director. "Wes is a truly 
outstanding professional player and certainly will be an asset to 
our training program." 
More than 60 boys from 8 to 18 enrolled for the camp's 
first week. 
Harrell said space is still available for the second week. 
Tuition is $75 for boarding students and $40 for commuters . 
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---All-OVC outfielder Val Fa lcone of Morehead 
State University has been signed by the New York Yankees . 
The 5-11, 185-pound standout has been assigned to One onta, 
N.Y . in the Class A New York - Pennsylvania League. 
He batted .371 and .359 in two seasons for Coach Sonny 
Allen's Eagles. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Randy Cordial, a good hitting pitcher from 
Hilliard, Ohio, has accepted a baseball grant-in-aid to attend 
Morehead State University. 
A 6-1, 180-pound lefthander, he is the son of Mr. and Mrs . 
Jesse W. Cordial, 483 Grandon Drive, Hilliard. 
Cordial, who was signed by MSU Head Coach Sonny Allen, com-
piled a 24-6 career record under Coach Don Shaw at Hilliard High. 
He was named three times to the All-Mid-Eight Conference team 
and was the most valuable baseball player this season at HHS. 
Besides his pitching success, the new Eagle recruit had 
batting averages of .386, .447 and .360 in three varsity seasons. 
1111111111 
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Six Morehead State University athletes 
have been named to All-Ohio Valley Conference spring teams. 
Bill Spannuth, former OVC individual champ, was selected 
for the six-man golf squad. He is a junior from Anderson, Ind. 
and twice has played in the NCAA tournament . 
Five Eagles were picked for the Division I baseball roster. 
They were Reese .Stephenson. South Ports~outh, senior, first base; 
Bruce Gentry, Cave City, senior, second base ; Sam Daugherty, 
Greenfield, Ohio, senior, outfield; Val Falcone, Bethesda, Md.,junior 
outfield; and John Lysien, Powhatan Point, Ohio, senior, pitcher. 
Two MSU performers received honorable mention, John Schwan, 
Villa Park, Ill. senior, in tennis and Dave Neely, Dayton, Ohio, 
senior in track. 
The players were named by the league's coaches in balloting 
conducted by the Clarksville, Tenn. Leaf-Chronicle . 
Stephenson, who led MSU in hitting with a . 394 mark, was 
selected for the third year. Falcone, who recently signed with 
the New York Yankees, also was picked last year. 
7- 16-71 
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---A young man who broke an Arnold Palmer 
record has been signed to a golf grant-in-aid at Morehead State 
University. 
Entering MSU this fall as a freshman will be Wesley Martin 
of Winchester, whose 10-under-par round of 62 shattered the 
Winchester Country Club record held by Palmer. 
He is the son- of Mr. and Mrs. Willard Martin of 385 Boone 
Ave., Winchester, and is a graduate of George Rogers Clark High 
School. 
"Wes is an excellent prospect with a good background, a 
fine attitude and a great deal of talent," said Golf coach Ed Bignon. 
"We feel he will be a definite asset to our golf program." 
Martin, who won 30 of 32 individual matches in high school 
play last spring, recently became the first person to win both the 
Junior and Senior Chippeways tournaments at Maysville in the same 
year. 
The 18-year-old recruit plans to study recreation at 
Morehead State. He is the younger brother of MSU graduate Wayne 
Martin, head basketball coach at Pikeville High School. 
11111111111111 
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---outfielder Sammy Harp of Franklin county 
High School has been signed to a baseball grant-in-aid by Morehead 
State University. 
A three-year letterman under Coach Bill Crumbaugh at FCHS, 
he is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Harp, 1046 Mojave Trail, 
Frankfort. 
Harp, who was recruited by MSU Head coach Sonny Allen, 
batted .339 last season and led the team in runs batted in, stolen 
bases and doubles. He was named the most valuable player. 
Also a football standout, Harp was voted "Mr. Flyer" at 
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MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
1971 Football Schedule 
Date Opponent Site Kickoff 
Sept. 18 Marshall Morehead, Ky. 7 : 30 p .m. 
Sept. 25 Middle Tenn. Morehead, Ky. 7:30 p .m • 
Oct. 2 Murray St. Murray, Ky. 7:30 P .m. 
Oct. 9 Austin Peay Morehead, Ky. 2 : 30 p .m. 
(Homecoming) 
Oct. 16 Fairmont St. Fairmont w. Va. 7:30 p . m. 
Oct. 23 Tenn . Tech Cookeville, Tenn. 1 : 30 p.m. 
Oct . 30 Western Ky. Bowling Green, Ky. 1 p .m. CST 
Nov. 6 East Tenn. Morehead, Ky. 2 p .m. EST 
Nov. 13 Illinois St. Normal, Ill. 1 : 30 p.m. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University's Head Basketball 
Caoch Bill Harrell and Head Football Coach Jake Hallum will par-
ticipate in coaching clinics at Eastern Kentucky University Aug. 6 . 
Harrell will give instruction on zone defenses at 1 p . m • 
in the basketball clinc sponsored by the Kentucky High School Coaches 
Association. 
Hallum and his staff will stress offensive line technique 
and drills at 2 p.m. in the football clinic. 
Coaches from Eastern, Western, Murray, University of 
Kentucky, and the University of Louisville will also participate 
in the clinics, preceding the Kentucky East-West All-Star football 
and basketball games • 
ffi/=###it 
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Jeff Garman, an All-Ohio pitcher f rom 
Wilmington, has signed a baseball grant-in-aid with Morehead 
State University. 
The 6-2 , 185-pound hurler is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Walter 
E. Garman, Rt. 5, Wilmington. He compiled a 10-1 record this year 
with 14 9 strikeouts and only 10 earned runs in 82 innings. 
Winner of Clinton-Massie High School's most valuab le player 
award, he also captured the batting trophy with a .491 average. 
In addition, the new Eagle was a starter in football, 
basketball and tennis at C-MHS. 
Garman, who was recruited by MSU Head Coach Sonny Allen, 
recently pitched a no-hitter in Junior Legion baseball . 
##1111111111 
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MOREHEAD , Ky.---Steve Baker, a junior college standout in 
Florida, is returning to his native Kentucky to play baseball at 
Morehead State University. 
The Owensboro outfielder was a three-year lettermen at 
Daviess County High School before enrolling at Edison Junior 
College in Fort Myers, Fla. 
He is the son of Mr. and Mrs . E. R. Baker, 3300 East 6th 
St., Owensboro. 
Baker was an all-conference performer at Edison, leading 
the team in stolen bases and serving as captain. 
The 5-9, 160-pound recruit won the Jake Winkler Award last 
year in Kentucky Junior Legion baseball. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Ten Morehead State University recruits are 
on the East rosters for the Kentucky High School Coaches Association 
All-Star Garnes to be played at Eastern Kentucky University Saturday, 
Aug. 7. 
Seven future MSU gridders are on the football roster. They 
are: Joe Dillow, Russell, and Mike Sterbling, Erlanger-Lloyd, 
centers; Neal Wheeler, Boyd County, guard; Steve Iker, Erlanger-
e Lloyd, and Danny Fryman, Harrison County, tackles; Ray Graham, 
Danville, and Darrell Young, Fiarview, ends. 
The East-West Football game is scheduled for 5 : 30 p . m • 
• Ed Miracle of Lynch is the East coach, and Madisonville's Donnie 
Sexton will coach the West. 
• The three future MSU players slated to participate in the 
8 p.m. basketball tilt are 6-1 James Washington of Frankfort, 6-6 
Arch Johnson of Breathitt County, and 6-5 Eddie Scott of Lewis 
• County. 
Rex Pitts of Frankfort will coach the East, and Torn Buchanan 
of Carlisle County will handle the West • 
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Basketballer Howard Smith is a traveling 
man • 
In fact, he ' ll be packing his gear in September to head 
around the world for the third time as a member of the international 
unit of the Harlem Globetrotters • 
Smith, a summer student at Morehead State University, was 
MSU's first black varsity cager and Eagle fans well remember his 
leaping ability. 
The 26-year-old product of Carver High School in Birmingham, 
Ala., completed his college eligibility in 1967 and was signed by 
the Globetrotters a few months later. 
Smith, known and liked on campus as "Smitty," spent the 1967-
e 68 season touring with the famed basketball troupe but lost the next 
two winters to Army service . 
The 6-3 guard, who can dunk the ball in every conceivable 
• fashion, rejoined the Trotters· last season to finish the second 
half of the grueling 180-game schedule. 
• "Playing every day hasn't bothered me yet,
11 Smith said 
recently. "I love the game and I don ' t look at it as a job. We 're 
entertainers and it's fun to be a goodwill ambassador." 
• Smith has appeared on American television with Trotters' 
nati onal unit and hopes soon to be assigned to the squad playing in 
this country. But, for now, he's content to play basketball and 
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Larry Baldridge, one of the finest 
defensive backs in Morehead State university's football history, 
has been named a graduate assistant coach on the MSU grid staff. 
The Shelby, Ohio, product was a first team All-Ohio Valley 
e Conference and honorable mention All-America choice in 1970 after 
intercepting seven passes, a school record. He swiped three in 
one game, also a record • 
• "We're very pleased to have Larry rejoin our program," 
said Head Coach Jake Hallum. "He's an outstanding young man with 
• a bright future in coaching." 
Hallum said Baldridge would scout and help coach the 
linebackers. 
The new assistant is the second Baldridge to letter at 
MSU. His brother, Bill, now head coach at Harrodsburg, was an 











J M6PZHLnD, Ky.--~ickets for Morehead State University ' s 
five home football games are now on sale at the university 
business office . 
l The , Eagle s op en 
Marshall Sept. 18 at 
their 1971 gridiron campaign against 
MSU 1 
7:30 p . m. in Breathitt Sports Center . 
~the~ home games in the 10 , 000- seat stadium include Sept . 
25, Middle Tennessee , 7:30 p . m.; Oct . 9 , Austin Peay, 2:30 p . m. ; 
Nov . 6 , East Tennessee, 2 p . m. ; and Nov. 20, Eas tern 
)The_ deadline for 1970 season ticke•• holders to renew 
their seats is Aug . 27 . All unsold seats will ilhen be available 
on a first - come basis . 
~served seat for the five games is $12 . 50. A box of 
eight seats is $90. Reserved seats for the individual games 
will cost $2 . 50 , and box seats • are $Jf each. Individual ~ 
in the universit b iness office 
game tickets will be on sale the \:~vreA.geeding each game . 
· -Jia+ 11 id •b:._neral admission ~student tickets are 
not sold in advance . General admission t ickets cost $2,and 
tickets for elementary and high school students are $1 . 
J Tic.le t requests may be directed to Joe Planck, Ticket 
Manager , Morehead State University, Morehead, Ky . 40351 . The 
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!MOREHEAD, Ky .---Kenneth Witten of Versailles has signed 
a grant - in- aid to play golf at Morehead State University . 
IA f_!ve - year letterman under Coach John Snowden at 
Woodford High School , Witten is the son of Mr . and Mrs . 
Henry Witten, 785 ~ncy St ., Versailles . 
(wit_ten, who was signed by MSU Golf Coach Ed Bignon, 
was a member of the WCHS team that won the 1970 Central 
Kentucky Conference championship .WI 
\ "Wi ~h hard work and determination , I feel Witten can 
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State university Head Football Coach 
Jake Hallum expects 85 to 90 candidates to report this week for the 
Eagles' fall drills • 
The squad will return to campus Wednesday. Thursday will be 
press and picture day, and practice without pads will start Friday. 
The Eagles will work Friday, Saturday and Monday without pads • 
"The coaches and I have been looking forward to fall practice . 
We hope the team reports in good physical condition and ready to 
• begin practice," Hallum said . 
"Cautiously optimistic" describes Hallum's outlook on the 
coming season, his fourth as MSU head coach. Thirty-six lettermen 
• are returning, but six regulars out of 10 departed Eagles must be 
replaced. 
• "This is the most experienced group we 've had but it's not 
going ·to be easy to replace key men in the defensive backfield and 
offensive line," Hallum said • 
• The offense, tops in the Ohio Valley Conference last year 
with 289 yards a game, will be without three All-OVC performers---
tackle Ed Mignery, tailback Louis Rogan and center Steve Ward . 
• Also missing from the offense are starting guard Buddy 
Harrison, tackle Dwain Hollingsworth and kicking specialist John 
e Clark. Sophomore guard Tommy Bryant, an outstanding prospect, h~s 





MSU FOOTBALL 2222222 
MSU is returning the nucleus of its passing attack, spear-
headed by sophomore quarterback Dave Schaetzke. Returning receiver s 
are tight end Gary Shirk, split end John High, and wingbacks Mo 
Hollingsworth, Dennis Crowley and Jeff Perkins. Available for the 
running back slots are veterans Doug Moore, Bill Cason and John 
Coning. 
Returning as offensive starters are senior guard Tom Lehman 
and two-year letterma n John Slaughter at tackle. Mike Hawkins, 
Arnold Drury and Chuck Steiner will probably replace Ward, Mignery 
and Harrison on the line. 
Gone from the defensive backfield are All-OVC standouts Ron 
Gathright and Larry Baldridge . Clint Walker, a part-time starter at 
defensive end, graduated. Mike Rucker, Ken Hass and Jim Bayes are 
the best bets to fill three defensive backfield slots, while the 
fourth is up for grabs. 
All-OVC linebacker Harry (Sugar Bear) Lyles, an All-America 
candidate, again sparks a seasoned unit which includes ends Jerome 
Howard, Jim Edwards and John Lemke, tackles Ray Mulroy and Mark 
Sheehan and line b ackers Cha rlie Arline and Ron Little. 
Baldridge, who set the M.SU interception record last year, is 
returning as a graduate assistant working with linebackers and 
scouting the opposition. 
Former MSU star quarte rback Mike Gottfried has joined Hallum•s 
staff as the defensive backfield coach. 
MS U will open at home against Marshall Sept. 18 at 7:30 p.rn. 
8-17-71 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- "Polls are nice for the fans but they 
don't win games." 
Morehead State University Head Football Coach Jake Hallum 
was referring to pre-season predictions that his Eagles are among 
the Ohio Valley Conference favorites this season. 
The fourth-year mentor said during MSU's annual Football 
Press Day luncheon that the Eagles "should be a better football 
team in 1971." 
"With 36 lettermen and 12 other men who played last year, 
this is the most experienced team we• ve had," Hallum told the writers 
and broadcasters. "However, the depth factor could be a problem in 
the secondary and offensive line." 
MSU is returning nine starters on defense but must replace 
All-OVC defensive backs Larry Baldridge and Ron Gathright. The 
offensive wall lost three starters but has lettermen moving up in 
each position. 
Hallum cited fumbles and interceptions as the main target 
for improvement this season, noting that turnovers plagued last 
year's team which finished 6-4. 
He said the defensive line and linebacking corps, led by 
All-American candidate Harry (Sugar Bear) Lyles, and his three 
sophomore quarterbacks - Da.·J e Scl1aetzke, Lou Mains and Alex Brawner -






"We feel we have good personnel all over the field but it 
will take game exposure to know just how sound we really are," 
Hallum added. "The squad has a great attitude and everyone is 





The former Kentucky high school coach of the year said 
Eastern Kentucky, Western Kentucky and Middle Tennessee probably 
will be the OVC's strongest teams this year. 
"The league has great balance again this year and anyone can 
beat anyone else on a given Saturday," he added • 
As for his 18 scholarship freshmen, Hallum described them 
as "a quality group" and hinted that some may see action this year. 
He announced that junior wingback Jeff Perkins of Somerset, 
a kick return specialist and wide receiver, has not recovered from 
a spring injury and will sit out this season. 
Hallum said the Eagles would employ "basically the same" 
offense and defense and concentrate on eliminating mistakes. 
MSU opens the 1971 campaign Sept. 18 at home against Marsh a ll. 




will be the Thundering Herd's first football game since last fall's 
tragic plane crash • 
Hallum said Marshall's new coaches and players represent 
an "unknown quantity." "We' re expecting a real battle," he con-
eluded • 
ii II 1111 II II 
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Special to the AP By JAKE HALLUM 
MSU Head Football Coach 
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---This should be one of the most exciting football 
seasons in the history of the Ohio Valley Conference. The caliber of play 
has rapidly improved in the OVC and it appears every school in the league 
will field a team as good or better than they did in 1970. 
We at Morehead State are looking forward to this season mainly 
because of 34 returning lettermen. Our staff is cautiously optimistic 
about the 1971 outlook but we know there is a big job in front of us in 
replacing All-OVC de~ensive backs Ron Gathright and Larry Baldridge. Mike 
Rucker and Ken Hass are returning starters and the other two probably will 
come from Ernie Triplett, Jim Bayes, Mark Altenburger or Don Brindle. 
Freshmen will have to provide depth in this crrutical a~ea. 
Another problem will be replacing three starters and two other letter 
men in our dffensive forward wall. Gary Shirk, John Slaughter amdn TOm Lehman 
were starters last year and we expect each of them to have a good year in 
1971. Arnold Drury, Chuck Steiner and Mike Hawkins must also come through if 
we are to have a consistent offense. Depth again will have to come from 
inexperienced players and incoming freshmen. 
We feel the defensive line is a strong point of our football team. 
The "Bellringers," as they have decided to call themselves, will be headed 
by lettermen Harry Lyles, Ron Little, Jerome Howard, Charles Arline, Jim 
Edwards, John Lemke, Ray Mulroy and Mark Sheehan. 




Dave Schaetzke returns at quarterback after a good freshman season. 
Alex Brawner and Lou Mains provide capable replacements at that vital positior 
We are hoping that Bill Cason and Doug Moore will be healthy to make our runnj 
game more potent. Both had cripling injuries in 1970. John Coning, Doug 
McCray and Chuck Neal plus freshman Jimmy Johnson could provide depth at 
running back. We were saddened to lose wingback Jeff Perkins because of a 
knee injury. He was a two-year letterman and had a very good spring this 
year. 
John High, Dennis Crowley and Mike Mattia are capable flankers and we 
e should be competitive in the OVC at these two wideout positions. Kirk Andrew~ 







A 1966 graduate of MSU, Mike Gottfried, has returned to his alma mate1 
after four successful years in the Ohio high school ranks to take over our 
secondary. Larry Baldridge, a new graduate assistant, will coach the defensi' 
ends and outside linebackers and also will handle scouting assignme nts . 
We are anxious to get the 1971 season underway! Our players and our 
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Gary Ferguson, a standout third baseman 
from Rowan County High School in Morehead, has signed a baseball 
grant-in-aid with Morehead State University. 
Ferguson, who batted .400 this season for the state runner-
up Vikings of coach Ted Trent, is the son of Mr . and Mrs. Ray 
Ferguson, Rt. 1, Morehead • 
He recently was named the most valuable player in an American 
Legion tournament at Morehead. 
Ferguson, also regarded highly as a defensive player, was 
a three-year letterman at RCHS. His batting averages were . 305 as 
a sophomore and .320 as a junior . 
He was signed by MSU Head coach Sonny Allen . 
#####it# 
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MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
TELEPHONE: 
AC : 606/783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---"It was terrible for a while but the-.i. it 
got worse." 
Morehead State University Head Football Coach J ake Hallum 
djdn't mince any words in evaluating his Eagles' first game -type 
s crimmage of the year • 
"If you discount the mental errors , penalties and missed 
assignments, it wasn't too bad for the first time , " he added. 
11But it was a long, long way from good football." 
Hallum is preparing his squad for the season opener Sept . 18 
a t home against Marshall's young Thundering Herd . 
The Eagles defense, known this season as the "Bellringers 1' 
c learly outplayed the offense and no one was surprised. MSU has 
nine starters back on defense while the offense is building a new 
a t tack with five or six fresh faces in the lineup. 
"The scrimmage told us what we needed to know at this poi nt , •· 
Eallum added . "Now we have three weeks to get things in shape for 
Harshall." 
MSU has 34 lettermen back f rom last year's team which 
• f i nished 6-4 overall and 4- 3 in the ovc and has been picked by 
t he league coaches to wi n the conference championship this season . 
####### 





OFFICE OF SPORTS INFO.IMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
TELEPHONE: 
AC 606/783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University, a pre-seas on favorite 
for the Ohio Valley Conference football championship, launches the 1971 season 
Saturday night at home against regional foe Marshall University. 
The 7:30 p. m. kickoff at Breathitt Sports Center Stadium will be the 
• 26th meeting in a rivalry dating back to 1928. It marks the seventh time in 
succession that the Eagles and the Thundering Herd have opened the season 
against each other • 
• Marshall leads the series, 16-6, with three ties. The Herd won la s t 
year in Huntington, 17 -7. 
• "These schools have fought some real battles in years past and we 're 
sure this time will be no exception, " said MSU Head Coach Jake Hallum. 
The opponents may be the same but circumstances are different this 
• year. Both sides have admitted feeling more pressure than usual for an opener. 
Marshall Head Coach Jack Lengyel is in his first year and has only three 
lettermen back from 1970 as a result of the worst tragedy in American sports 
• history. He has molded a team primarily of sophomores up from last year's fro~: 
team, transfer students and incoming freshmen playing with special NCAA 
• permission. His roster lists six seniors, 10 juniors, 32 sophomores and 40 
rookies. 
MSU's veteran squad is on the spot because of the pre-season polls . 
• Hallum has contended all along that his Eagles have too many question marks to 
rate as a serious challenger at this early date. Also, he has had to contend with 
symptoms of complacency among his 34 lettermen . 
• .{_morel 
• msu football 2-2-2-2-2-2-2 
"Our young men have an entirely different attitude since last week ' s 
• scrimmage," Hallum said Sunday. "They know now that they must work harder 
to get ready for Marshall. We're still a long way from being able to play. 11 
I 
Hallum and his staff reported "mixed" feelings after seeing films of 
last Wednesday 's scrimmage with an Ohio school. The Eagles scheduled the 
scrimmage instead of an 11th game . 
• "Some parts looked better and others didn't do as well, 11 he commented. 
"But I know this is a better football team than we've shown so far. 11 
Hallum 1 s dis satisfaction with the offense has been attributed to minor 
• injuries which sidelined key running backs and linemen periodically. However, 
all frontliners are expected to be ready for action Saturday night except for 
• sophomore quarterback Alex Brawner who has been nursing a shoulder injury . 
Hallum, starting his fourth year at MSU with a career record of 15-14-1, 
said he looks for Marshall to produce a gooding passing and rushing attack behind 
• sophomore quarterback Reggie Oliver. He a l so cited several "real fine" defensive 
players headed by deep backs Felix Jordan and Nate Ruffin. 
"Coach Lengyel has much better material than he wants anyone to suspect, 
• Hallum added. "We 111 have our hands full all night . 11 
The Eagle mentor indicated his starting quarterback would be Dave 
e Schaetzke, a sophnrnoi· ~ i::pE>edRtE>r who stnnnPd the OVC last year as a freshman 
by amassing 1, 440 yards of total offense , MSU's "Bellringer 11 defense is led by 
All-America candidate Harry (Sugar Bear ) Lyles , an All -OVC middle linebacker . 
• Nine starters are back in harness on defense. 
A capacity crowd of 10, 000 is anticipated for the traditional struggl-e . 
Tickets are available at the MSU Business Office , 
• 9 -12-71 ######## 
OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MO P.EIIEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
TELEPHONE: 
AC 606/7 83-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- "The time for talking is past. Now it's time t o 
p!a y football." 
Morehead State University Head Football Coach Jake Hallum is ¥".r!ow:-. 
a s a m an who believes you talk about a team only aft er it h a s proven i t self 
on th e gridiron. 
The usually conservative coach became even more tight-lipped a s 
Sa tu rday n:ght's opening game with Marshall University drew closer this wve:::. 
"Everything that has been said and written won't move the football, " 
Hal:um observed. "Sports writers don 1t play. These young m en still he:·.~ t o 
b"J..t•1e it out. " 
Hallum's Eagles, led by 15 seniors among their 34 ret urning l e ttc r n1.en , 
are going against an unknown quantity. Marihall's.. Young Thundering H e r d is 
dominated by freshmen and sophomores who have never played togethe r in 
a ctual competition. 
MSU, however, is a pre-season pick to win the Ohio Valley ConfeJ.·en ce . 
Until late last week, the Eagle coaches were concerned about c ompla c e nc r . 
Things have improved in practice but the opening game upsets of Middl e 
Tennes see and East Tennessee last week didn't g o unnoticed h e r e . 
The 7:30 p. m. kickoff at Brea thitt Sports Center Stadium is expect ed t 
attra ct a cap'3.cit y crowd of 10, 000. MSU officials have announced genera l 














OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
M OREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
TELEPHONE: 
Area Code 606/783-33 25 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University Head Football Coa ch 
Jake Hallum is becoming a television celebrity. 
Starting this Saturday, he will be featured on a weekly show 
a t 1:45 p. m. on WSAZ-TV, Channel 3, in Huntington, W . Va. 
"Football 171 At Morehead State University" will run through the end 
of the 1971 season. The time changes to 1 p. m. on Oct. 23 • 
Coach Hallum and other members of his staff will be interviewed ea ch 
w eek by Bob Bowen, WSAZ-TV sports director. The show includes film clips 
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AC: 606/783-33 25 
MOREHEAD, Ky . ---Worries about a sluggish offense were buri ed 
l:4nae r a pile of statistics Saturday night as Morehead State D11iversity 
rol l ed to a 29-6 opening game football victory over a determined but 
outmanned Marshall • 
The Eagles of Head Coach Jake Hallum amassed 304 yards on the 
g round and 149 through the air while the "Bellringer" defense was 
l imiting the Young Thundering Herd to 57 on the ground and 84 by 
passing . 
Sophomore quarterback Dave Schaetzke passed for one touchdown 
and ran for another to pace the MSU attack. He rushed for 87 yards in 
15 carries and hit on 13 of 23 passes for another 1~9 yards • 
Senior split end John High led the receivers with eight catches 
for 54 yards, including a five-yard TD toss. Junior tight end Gary 
Shirk snared four passes for 32 yards . 
Junior fullback Bill Cason scampered 2 3 yards for t he first 
Eagle tally and freshman tailback Frank Jones plunged a yard for the 
last TD . 
Junior kicker Kirk Andrews booted two extra points and a /7-
y?. r d field goal to cap the scoring. Marshall's only touchdown c ame on 
a lob pass from quarterback Reggie Oliver to tight end Tom Smyth. 
Oliver was hit as he released the ball and it fell into the surpri se 
.Smyth' s arms • 
Junior defensive tackle Mark Sheehan was a standout for the t 
,. 
"Bellringe rs" with nine individua l t ackles, four assists and a blocked 
pass. Junior strong s efety Ken Hass h ad eight tackles and threeas•i 
MSU FOOTBALL OPENER 2222222 
Ha llum expressed concern before the game that the offense h ad 
not been consistent in practice but, he admitted later thot the 
p e rforma nce was a "very pleasant surprise." 
However, the Eagle me ntor quickly noted that four lost fumbl es 
and two touchdowns nullified by pena lties had marred an otherwise 
strong effort. 
"We made mistakes, sure , " Hallum said. "But we got afte r 
them. And we won - that's wha t counts . " 
Hallum had plenty of praise for Marshall, describ ing the Herd 
a s "a courageous and dedicated young football team with a bright 
future." "They have some outstanding t o lent and a fine coaching 
s t a ff , " h e adde d . "Their p rogram is definitely on the u:r;>swing . " 
Marsha ll , playing footba ll for the first time since l a st 
Novemb e r' s tragic p lane crash, had about 4,000 supporte r s among the 
more tha n ll ,J00 spe cta tors on hand for the opener. The turnout wa s 
an MSU r ecord. 
The Eagles ope n the ir Ohio Valley Confere nce s ch edule this 
Saturday night a t home ag a inst Middle Tennes see. The Blue Raiders 
have dropped their first two g ames but were among the OVC favorites i n 
p r e -season polls. 
The 7 : 30 p . m. b ottle is Parents Night a t Bre athitt Sports 
Center Stadium. Pare nts of all MSU p laye rs will be r ecognized durin 
the game. 
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MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
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Area Code 606/783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Sophomore quarterback Dave Schaetzke of 
Morehead State University has been named a co-winner of the "Offensive 
Player of the Week" award in the Ohio valley Conference for his per-
formance against Marshall last Saturday night. 
The Toledo scrambler passed and ran for 196 yards and 
accounted for two touchdowns as the Eagles dropped the Young 
Thundering Herd, 29-6. 
Junior defensive tackle Mark Sheehan was named to the OVC 
defense honor roll for his nine tackles, four assists and a blocked 
pass in the Marshall game. Senior offensive tackle John Slaughter 
also was spotlighted for his blocking against MU • 
In statistical categories, the Eagles of Head Coach Jake 
Hallum lead the OVC in offense with an average of 453 yards per 
game. MSU is second in team defense, allowing 141 yards per outing . 
Senior split end John High grabbed eight passes to pace 
the league's receivers and Schaetzke is second in total offense 
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MOREHEAD STA TE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD. KE:\TTUCKY 40351 
TELEPHONE: 
Area Code 606/ 783 -332 '5 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- The Morehead State University soccer team 
evened it season record at 1-1 here Saturday by blanking the University of 
Kentucky, 5 -0. 
The Eagles return to action this Friday at 2 p. m. against Louisville 
at home. 
Jim Williams led the MSU soccer men to victory by scoring two goals 
in the muddy battle. His firs t tally was a "head er, 11 the most difficult 
shot in soccer . A "header" consists of deflecting the ball into the goal 
by use of your head. 
Also notching a "header" was freshman Fola Adedibu. Vic Pinion 
added a goal and then teamed with Tony Gomes for the last goal of the day. 
"We f ad a much better effort, 11 said MSU Coach Mohammed Sabie. 
"Our ycung men are becoming more aggressive and that is the key to success 
in soccer. " 
Seniors George Buck of Louisville and Randy Shelton of Ashland 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead Stato ope ns its Ohio Valley Con-
ference football schedule Saturday night at home against Middle 
Tennessee in what MSU Head Coach Jake Hallum calls "a tremendous 
challenge. " 
Both the Eagles and the visiting Blue Raiders were picked 
in pre-season polls as strong OVC favorites. However, Middle 
Tennessee has dropped its first two games to Florence State and 
UT-Martin. MSU opened last week by defeating a young Marshall team, 
29-6. 
The 7:30 p.m. kickoff at Breathitt Sports Center Stadium 
looms as a "must" game because each team needs a victory to establish 
itself as an OVC contender. 
"We expect Middle to come in h ere r eally fired up," Hallum 
said. "They have lost two games but we know they have a much better 
team than they have shown s o far." 
"Our young men see the game as a tremendous challenge to 
their pride and ability," he added. "We lost to Middle last year in 
a game we should have won." 
Hallum said the running ability of tailback Reuben Justice 
and a big, vete ran defense are MTSU's strongest areas. 
He announced that defensive tackle Ray Mulroy a nd kick return 
special ist Jimmy Johnson would miss the game because of injuries. Tw 
others , corne rback Jim Bayes and f ullback Bill Cason, are expected 













msu vs middle 2222222 
"The Marshall game was a much more physical contest than we 
had anticipated," Hallum added. "A lot of lumps and bruises were 
traded." 
Middle Tennessee holds an 18-3 series advantage since the 
two schools began football relations in 1950. 
MSU will start sophomore quarterback Dave Schaetzke, co-
winner of the OVC's "Offensive Player of the Week" award last week 
for his showing against Marshall , and Middle Tennessee will tap 
either sophomore Mel Daniels or sophomore Dean Rodenbeck • 
"It should be a whale of a game," Hallum said. "Both sides 
will be going for broke." 
MSU ticket officials said "plenty" of space is available for 
the game. Box seats, reserved seats and general admission tickets 








J MOREHEAD, Ky. --- The Morehead State football express, back on the 
~ weekend, 'I 
pulls into home station 
this e Saturday for a Homecoming Day clash with Austin Peay. • 
l:.:_rt was a big win on the road and we had great team effort, " said 
Eagle Head Coach Jake Hallum of MSU' s h i ghest point . output since 1961. 
also is talking about how 
.... 
\!: the cautious Hhaill~u~mrri'Wlll!l!!l!IJlllll;.•••llil~l!~----!laiiillllli•lllliiliill 
lost to Eastern Kentucky at Richmond. 
"Coach (Bill) Dupes has the best team we've seen at Austin Peay in 
two weeks ago 
several years," Hallum added. "That one-sided loss to Wester 
true indication of strength. They'll be tough but we are not 
looking past anyone now. " 
Hallum feels his squad underrated Middle Tennessee two weeks ago and 
-the resulting 9 - 7 defeat is the only . blemish on the Eagle record of 2-1 
overall and 1-1 i n the O hio Valley Conference . 
• 
li•lliiili-•• • •-lw e 111 have a full house for Homecoming 
and they should see an exciting game, 11 Hallum added. "Most of them will be 
- --- . 
pulling for us and that's a l ways helpful. " 
1 
LA capacity crowal of 10, 000 is expected for the 2:30 p. m. k i ckoff at 
Breathitt Sports Center Stadium. Tickets are still available for the game and 







......... ~ - - ,,..._.....,.~· "'l==.==:"!111--,.,. .. --... , 
. msu footba ll 6!eec 2-2-2-2 -2-w 
f''i 
of M SU 's s even tou c hdowns. Ill 
\!c haet z k e, hit on l 0 of 111 yar d s, -- i ncluding a 22-yar d .u I 
59 yar ds and a touch d own. • 
• 
connect ed on five of eight 
-passes , including • a 14 - yard scor i n g t o s s to split end Mo Hollingswor th 
and a 19 - yarde r to split end John High. 
-
Lso:;:,homor e t a ilback D ou g M c Cra y , 22£ fBULF 9 S t '( ___. · f t a llied 
two six-pointe r s on d ives of three and four yards. Holli n gsworth 
establis hed a school r e c o r d by r eturning a punt 83 yards for a touchdown 
ear ly i n the second period . 
I•, .. 
o~"- .:\~r~~~y, t°t w;-~"'.M.Jt-K. ; 1~tev~.-~~· l•t, ive m~. ~\*st'lr Aorf.11&.~ 
• 1 r 7 2 7 ap· . a - ,o . , . - . '' 'O. 
LMS~' s "Bellringer " defense held the Racer s to 7 0 yar ds r ushi ng. 
_ ~lated/ 
Two l ast .. q uarter touchdown . 'bombs " 1 ? ~ the pass ing yar dage 
t o 189 yards . 
Senior lineback e r H a rry Lyl es blocked a Murray punt and ~efensive 
end John L emke r ecover ed t he ball to set up a t ouchdown. Defensi ve end Jim 
- ~~ Qf•• ~ =t!. A scpy! ,,.,; 
Edwards r e trieved a R acer furn~ ~- ~e safety D on B r indle s wiped a 
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University's soccer team racked 
up its third straight shutout last weekend with an 8-0 win over Centre 
while the Eagle cross country team was finishing second in the 12-team 
e Ashland College Invitational Meet. 
Coach Mohammed Sabie's soccermen, "now 3-1 on the year, over-
powered the Colonels at Danville as Jim Williams scored three goals • 
• His triplet brothers, Joel and Jon, each added a single tally as did 
Tony Gomes. Vic Pinion scored twice for MSU. 
• Senior Dan Price and sophomore Ron Pontrich finished 7th and 
8th respectively to lead the MSU harriers in the college division 
section at Ashland, Ohio • 
• Also scoring for the Eagles were juniors Nick Tsanges and 







OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
TELEPHONE: 
AC 606/ 7 83-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University is sending the most 
pr,oductive football offense in the Ohio Valley Conference into action here 
Saturday against Austin Peay in the annual Homecoming Day game. 
Coach Jake Hallum's MSU Eagles are averaging 382. 6 yards of total 
offense per game and have two individual statistical leaders in sophomore 
quarterback Dave Schaetzke and senior ~plit end John High. 
Schaetzke, mamed the OVC's "Offensive Player of the Week" for the 
second time after last Saturday's 48-14 win over Murray, bas passed and rWJ 
for 498 yards in three games for an average of 166 yards per game. High has 
snared 16 passes for 146 yards and two touchdowns to pace the loop's receivers. 
Defensively, the Eagles are ranked third with the opposition averaging 
204 yards per outing. MSU 1s "Bellringer 11 defensive unit has allowed just 24 
first downs, also the league's best. 
Austin Peay 1s Governors, 1-2 overall and 0-2 in the OVC, lost a 
squeaker at Eastern Kentucky last weekend. Morehead State is 2-1 on the 
){ear and 1-1 in the conference. 
"Austin Peay will give us a rough time Saturday, " Hallum said. "They 
are big and strong, especially on defense. We'll definitely have our hands full." 
A capacity crowd of 10, 000 is expected for the 2:30 p. m. encounter at 
Breathitt Sports Center Stadium. Tickets will be available at the gate. 
######### 
10-6-71 
OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
TELEPHONE: 
Area Code 606/783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- A basketball rules clinic for high 
school coaches and officials will be conducted Monday, Oct. 11, 
at Morehead State University. 
Bill Wise, assistant commissioner of the Kentucky High 
School Athletic Association (KHSAA), is the clinic director . 
The session starts at 7:30 p.m . in Laughlin Fieldhouse . 
All high school coaches and officials registered in 
Kentucky are required to attend one such clinic each year. 
###### 
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OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
TELEPHONE: 
Area Code 606/783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University Head Football 
Coach Jake Hallum really looks forward to Homecoming Day games at 
MSU. 
His Eagles overpowered Austin Peay last Saturday and the 
22-0 triumph was Hallum's fourth straight win in four games before 
the old grads. 
A swarming, hard charging defense and the aerial accuracy 
of backup quarterback Lou Mains boosted the Eagles to a 3-1 overall 
record and a 2-1 slate in the Ohio Valley Conference. 
MSU's "Bellringer" defense rewrote two school records and 
one OVC mark by limiting the visiting Governors to a minus 63 yards 
rushing and only 26 yards of total offense. 
In a<ldition, the Eagle defenders dropped the Austin Peay 
quarterbacks 14 times for lost yardaga, pounced on three enGmy 
fumbles and returned a pass interception for a touchdown. 
"It has to be the best defensive effort in the four years 
we've been here," Hallum said. "The pass rush of our front side 
was especially effective. " 
Senior linebacker Harry (Sugar Bear) Lyles was picked as 
the game's outstanding player. He recorded six tackles, an<l two 
assists, knocked down a pass and caused a fumble. Senior defensive 
end Jim Edwards and outside linebacker Charlie Arline combined for 
eight quarterback tackles behind the line. 
(more) 
msu football 2222?22 
Starting quarterback Dave Schaetzke caused some anxious 
moments when he limped off the field late in the first half and did 
not return to action. However, Hallum said the sophomore scrambler 
has suffered a minor ankle injury and would be in the lineup this 
week against Fairmont State. 
Schaetzke passed for 105 yards in the first half, including 
a 62-yard heave to wingback Mike Mattia which set up the first MSU 
touchdown. His departure didn't make things any easier for the 
Governors as the chunky Mains trotted out and proceeded to connect 
on 11 of 19 passes for 112 yards and a TD in the second half. 
"Lou did a fine job for us out there," Hallum said. "He 
has great leadership and his calls are improving each game." 
The Eagles held an 8-0 halftime lead on a two-yard dash by 
junior fullback Bill Cason and a wounded duck pass from John High 
to Doug Henwood on the conversion attempt . 
Senior cornerback Mike Rucker carried an intercepted pa ss 
10 yards for the second Eagle TD . Mains passed seven yards to 
senior split end Mo Hollingsworth in the last minute of the game for 
the final MSU tally. Kirk Andrews kicked both extra points. 
"We had a fine game and the alumni went home happy but noN 
it's· time to think about Fairmont State's undefeated football team 
and their fine personnel," Hallum said this week. 
The FSC Falcons, 5-0 on the year and nationally ranked in 
small college polls, host the Eagles Saturday at 7:30 p . m. in East-
West Stadium at Fairmont. 




OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORNIA TION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
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AC 606/783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University's soccer and 
cross country teams return to action this weekend with winning streaks 
on the line. 
Dr. Mohammed Sabie 1 s soccermen .host Murray State Saturday at 
2 p. m . in the annual Soccer Parents Day game. Stephanie Serafini, 
Frankfort senior at MSU, will be crowned 1971 Soccer Sweetheart in 
pre-game ceremonies. A parents 1 reception is set for 10:30 a. m. at 
the Adron Doran University Center . 
The soccer Eagles took a 6-2 decision over Berea last week for 
their fourth straight triumph. Junior Jim Williams sparked the MSU 
squad with four goals. He has scored nine times in five games. 
Dr. Earl Bentley's cross country Eagles , 2-0 in dual competition, 
travel to Cincinnati to meet the UC Bearcats. MSU raced to a one-sided 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University's soccer and 
cross country teams return to action this weekend with winning streaks 
on the line. 
Dr. Mohammed Sabie 1 s soccermen host Murray State Saturday at 
2 p. m. in the annual Soccer Parents Day game . Stephanie Serafini, 
Frankfort senior at MSU, will be crowned 1971 Soccer Sweetheart in 
pre-game ceremonies. A parents 1 reception is set for 10:30 a. m. at 
the Adron Doran University Center . 
The soccer Eagles took a 6-2 decision over Berea last week for 
their fourth straight triumph. Junior Jim Williams sparked the MSU 
squad with four goals. He has scored nine times in five games . 
Dr. Earl Bentley's cross country Eagles, 2-0 in dual competition, 
travel to Cincinnati to meet the UC Bear cats. MSU raced to a one-sided 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State carries its league-leading 
o f fense and defense into the mountains of West Virginia this 
Saturday night to test unbeaten Fairmont St a te Colleg e. 
The 7 : 30 p.m. kickoff at East-West Stadium in Fairmo nt matches 
MSU's 3-1 season mark and two-game winning streak against the Falcon -· 
perfect 5-0 slate. 
Fairmont State was ranked fourth in last week's NAIA smal l 
college poll and Saturday's 7-3 win over Salem should push them 
e ven higher. 
The Eagles, eoming off a 22-0 Homecoming Day conquest o f 
Au s t in Peay, are leading the Ohio Valley Conference in t e am offe nse 
and t e am defense. 
MSU's "Be llringer" defense has allowed an average of 42 y a r ds 
p e r game rushing and 117.5 yards passing for a total yield o f 159 .5 . 
The uni t has surrendered only three touchdowns, all by passing , 
a nd g ive n up 29 points. 
Austin Pe ay was limited to a minus 63 yards rushing, a new 
ovc a nd MSU r e cord, and the Governors managed only 26 yards of tota l 
o ffense, another new MSU de fensive mark . 
Offensive ly, the Eagles are averaging 205.7 yards r u shing 
and 16 7 yards passing for a total p e r-game e ffort of 372. 7 yards . 
Quar ter b ack Dave Schae tzke is top s in the OVC in individual tota l 
offense with 153 yards per game and split end John High is tied f or 
l e ague honors in pass receiving with 20 catches. 
(Mo re} 
. msu football 22 2 22 2 2 
"We're in for a rough time up there," MSU Head Coach Jake 
Hallum said this week. "Fairmont has a fine football team and 
they'll be out to make up for last year." The Eagles took a 27-7 
win at Morehead last year in the schools' first meeting. 
Hallum said Schaetzke is expected to be recovered from an 
ankle injury suffered last week. If not, backup signal caller 
Lou Mains will get the nod. 
The MSU scouting reports list quarterback Harold Bailey, 
running backs Ted Jackson and Andy Sedlock, wide receivers Mike 
Argabrite and Bill Haddox and defensive end Scott Nease as the 
most dangerous FSC performers. 
"They have a strong defens e and an explosive offe ns e ," 
Hallum added. "We'll have our hands full all night. " 
##### 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University Head Basketball 
Coach Bill Harrell is all smiles as he prepares to start drills Friday for 
the 1971-72 season, his third at MSU. 
And, despite the Eagles 1 8-17 varsity mark last year, Harrell's 
optimism is not unwarranted. 
There won't be many faces to remind him of last season's problems 
and an infamous 12-game losing streak. Only three players, all lettermen 
and part-time starters, return from the 1970-71 squad. 
They are being joined by nine graduates of last year's unbeaten 
freshman team and a promising junior college transfer. It's an almost 
entirely new cast and Harrell is confident the new look will be a winn er . 
"Now we have the people with the speed, quickness and ball handling 
f o r a running offense and a pressure defense, " Harrell said recently. 
"Thing s will be a lot different this season. 11 
Harrell expects to find his starters among sophomores L e onar 0 
C oulter, Howard Wallen, Eugene Lyons, John Stacy and Bill Dotson, 
junior s Bubba Abell and Ron Nichols on and seniors Eddie Cooley a n d Ike 
t:ns eld. 
Conley, Unseld and Abell are the returnees from last year. 
Nicholson, a 6-8 transfer center from Seminole Junior College in Floridci., 
bring s averages of 16 points and 16 rebounds to his new school. 
Coulter, a 6-5 forward, avera ged 25 points and 18 r ebounds las t 
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Wallen, a 6-2 guard, produced 19 points a game and led the 
t eam in assists, including 13 in one game. Lyons, a 6-5 forward, 
scored nearly 19 per game • 
Harrell and assistants Jack Black and Everette (Mutt) Varuey 
are planning a full workout for the varsity candidates Friday. Also 
reporting will be the seven scholarship freshmen signed last spring , 
including All-Staters Arch Johnson of Breathitt County, James Washington 
of Frankfort, Glenn Turner of McDowell and Gene Frye of Luray, Va. 
Freshrnan . .tryo\lts are scheduled Monday and Tuesday at Laughlin 
Fieldhouse, the 5, 000-seat home of the Eagles. 
11 Basketball Press Day11 has been tentativly set for Saturday, Nov. 6 , 
beginning at 10:30 a. m. a nd the annua l freshmf!n-varsity charity na.:rr..e. ir. 
booked Monda y, Nov. 22. 
MSU opens the season Dec. 2 at Duquesne. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Good news for the Eagles turned out t o be 
bad news for the Falcons Saturday night at Fairmont, w. Va. as 
Morehead State University romped to a 51-22 football victory over 
previously unbeaten Fairmont State. 
MSU Head Coach Jake Hallum said his squad was "flat" in pre-
game workouts but suddenly perked up when the news of Murray's sur-
prising victory over Middle Tennessee was relayed to the field. 
"That score gave us the boost we needed," Hallum said. "Our 
kids developed an entirely different attitude and their enthusiasm 
never let up." 
The upset of Middle Tennessee and Tennessee Tech's loss to 
Western Kentuc~y left the WKU Hilltoppers as the only undefeated 
team in the Ohio Valley Conference. 
"We're right back in the thick of this race," Hallum added. 
"Now our attention is focused on Tennessee Tech. They're our next 
hurdl e ." 
MSU, now 4-1 overall, takes its 2-1 conference record to 
Tech this Saturday. The Golden Eagles of TTU have identical season 
and ovc m~rks for the 1:30 p.m. (CDT} kickoff at Comkeville , Te nn. 
An offensive explosion and another superlative defensive 
e f f ort spelled doom Saturday night for nationally-ranked Fairmont 
State. MSU tallied seven touchdowns and its "Bellringer" defens.2 
limited the Falcons to 52 yards rushing, intercepted two pa snes, 
dropped the FSC ball carriers 10 times for minus yarda ge and u safety 
and recovered two fumbles, including one for a touchdown . 
(More} 
I ~ 
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Junior fullback Bill Cason and sophomore quarterback Lou 
Mains , starting for the first time, sparked the Eagle offense to 
292 yards passing and rushing. 
Cason tied three school records by scoring three touchdowns 
on runs of 1, 7 and 35 yards. Junior placekicker Kirk Andrews tied 
thre~ more with seven straight extra points. 
Mains, playing the entire game in the place of the injured 
Dave Schaetzke, connected on 11 of 28 passes for 131 yards, includ-
ing a 19-yard TD strike to tight end Gary Shirk. 
Senior split end Mo Hollingsworth raced 50 yards to score on 
a punt return, his second runback tally of the season. Freshman 
fullback Chuck Neal scored on a one-yard scamper. 
The Falcons fumbled while trying to punt out of the end zone 
and senior defensive end John Lemke pounced on the ball for a touch-
down. The HSU safety came in the first half when senior defensive 
end Jim Edwards tackled the Falcon quarterback in the end zone. 
Hallum described the victory, MSU's third straight, as "a 
great t eam effort with superb individual play all over the field . " 
Junior strong safety Don Brindle intercepted two FSC passes 
and returned one of them 20 yards to set up an Eagle touchdown. 
Senior defensive end Jerome Howard scooped up an FSC fumble fox a 
fiv~-yard return to kill an offensive threat early in the game. 
Tenne ssee Tech, a 15-7 loser last week after four straig~-:t 
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D 
(MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University's soccer and cross 
each ..-/ ~ 
country teams fame up with..__ victories during the past week. 
~Mohammed Sabie 1s soccermen downed Murray State, 3-2, in 
overtime on a goal by Jim Williams, the team's leading scorer . Also 
scoring were Vic Pinion and Randy Shelton. 
I The Soccer P arents Day victory was the squad's fifth straight.amillt 
~ road 
They )'i" carried a 5-1 r ecord ~ this week '\W:&Ad 1 at 
Morris Harvey and Fairmont State. 
~arl Bentley's @•• cross country Eagles swept the 
first five places in a 15-50 romp over Union College. The MSU scorers 
_.-...... - ------. ·- -··· --were "'Hi F >Ron Pontrich, l; Jack Sivori, 2; John Rodgers, 3; 
Dennis Schafer, 4; and Hosea Johnson, 5. 
(The harriers_. dropped a close meet to the University of 
Cincinnati, 31 -27. Dan Price was fourth in the top MSU finish. 
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Special to the Public Opinion 
TELEPHONE: 
Area Code 606/ 783 -332S 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Don Brindle of Chambersburg, Pa. has been 
named Morehead State University's "defensive back of the week" for his 
play in last Saturday's 51-22 win over Fairmont State . 
The 190-pound junior strong safety intercepted two passes and 
returned one for 20 yards to set up a touchdown. 
He is the son of Mrs . Ida M . Brindle, 112 E. Washington St., 
Chambersburg, and is married to the former Susan Humelsine of 
Chambersburg. 
"Don is rapidly improving in the secondary and will be even more 
important to us in the future, " said MSU Head Coach Jake Hallum. 
The Eagles are 4-1 on the season. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University has a 4-1 record 
after the first half of the 1971 football season and a key member of the 
Eagles is center Mike Hawkins of Greenville, S. C. 
The 220-pound junior is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Frank Hawkins 
of Rt. 7, Greenville, and was an All-State performer at Parker High 
School. 
He earned letters in both his freshman and sophomore seasons 
and became a regular this year. 
"Mike is a dedicated, talented football player with a keen sense 
of competition," says MSU Head Coach Jake Hallum. "We 1re delighted 
to have him in our program." 
Hawkins is a strong blocker and exceptionally reliable on snaps, 
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Special to the Journal Tribune 
TELEPHONE: 
Area Code 606/ 7 83 -3~2') 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Gary Shirk of Marysville, Ohio, ha s been 
named Morehead State University1 s 11 offensive lineman of the week" for 
his pla y in l ast Saturday's 51-22 win over F a irmont State. 
The 220-pound junior tight end caught a 19-yard scoring pa ss 
and made several key blocks as the Eagles ripped the previously 
undefeated FSC Falcons. 
He is the son of Mr. a nd Mrs. Dewey Shirk of Rt . 2, Richwood, 
and was an all-conference performer at Marysville High School. 
"Gary is the best tight end in our league and among the b e st in 
a ll of c ollege football, 11 says MSU Hea d Coa ch Jake Hallum. 
Shirk, a second team All-Ohio Valle y Conference pe r forme r last 
year , currentl y is MSU1s second leading pass receiver with 12 c a tches for 
154 yards and two TDs . H e is bidding for first team All-OVC honors 
this yea r. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- "It's rough to lose but even worse when you 
give it away." 
Morehead State University Head Football Coach Jake Hallum couldn't 
mask the disappointment in his voice as he reviewed Saturday night's 9-7 
loss to Middle Tennessee in the Ohio Valley Conference opener for both 
teams. 
The Eagles made six turnovers, four lost fumbles and two passes 
intercepted, with three of the miscues leading directly to enemy field 
goals which accounted for all of the Middle Tennessee scoring. 
Ken Nolen, appearing in his first college game, booted three-pointers 
from 34, 20 and 39 yards out as the visiting Blue Raiders snapped a two-
game losing streak. 
MSU scored late in the final period on sophomore quarterback Dave 
Schaetzke's one-yard dash. Kirk Andrews added the extra point. Another 
Eagle drive stalled on the Middle Tennessee 44 with about one minute to play. 
"They came in here with a well prepared, inspired team and beat 
us," Hallum added. "Now we have to regroup and improve in a lot of ways 
if we hope to stay alive in the OVC race." 
Morehead State, a pre-season favorite to take the conference crown, 
is now 1-1 overall and 0-1 in the league. The Eagles return to action 
Saturday night at Murray State. The Racers, also 1-1 and 0-1, dropped 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University's soccer and cross 
e country teams came up with victories last week. 
The E agle soccermen blanked Louisville, 1-0, to push their r ecord 
to 2-1 on the year. Freshman Vic Pinion scored the only goal of the game • 
• Dr. Mohammed Sabie 1s kickers travel to Danville Friday to face Centre. 
Dr. Earl Bentley's harriers e utlasted Rio Grande College in their 
first meet of the year. The Eagles finished in 2nd, 3 rd, 5th, 7th and 8th 
• 
places to defeat the Redmen, 25 - 34. Sophomore R on Pontrich turned in the 
best time for MSU, covering the five-mile course in 27:57. 
• The Eagle runners travel to Ashland, Ohio, this weekend for the 
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Special to the News Register 
TELEPHONE: 
Area Code 606/ 783 -3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Ray Mulroy of Wheeling, W. Va. has been 
named Morehead State University's "defensive lineman of the week" for 
his play in last Saturday's 51-22 win over previously undefeated Fairmont 
State. 
The 215-pound defensive tackle, playing for the first time in four 
weeks because of a shoulder injury, was creaited with six individual tackles 
and four assists. He also deflected a pass and caused a fumble. 
Mulroy is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Raymond E. Mulroy, 150 N. 21st St., 
Wheeling, and was a standout performer at Wheeling Central Catholic High 
School. 
"Ray is a fine defensive tackle and is 'very-important to our defense, 11 
said MSU Head Coach J a ke Hallum. 
Mulroy was an honorable mention selection last year in All-Ohio 
Valley Conference voting by the league 's coaches. 
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Special to the Daily Record 
T ELEPHONE: 
Area C ode 606/ 783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Jimmy Johnson of Orrville, Ohio, has been 
named Morehead State University's "offensive back of the week" for his 
play in last Saturday's 51-22 win over Fairmont State. 
The freshman tailback started for the first time and rushed for 
43 yards in 12 carries. He also returned two kickoffs for 47 yards. 
Johnson is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Rufus Johnson, 522 W. Fike 
St., Orrville, and was an All-State performer at Orrville High School. 
"Jimmy has really impressed us with his speed, football savvy 
and dedication, " says MSU Head Coach Jake Hallum. "He has a very bright 
future in college football. " 
The young speedster has rushed for 189 yards in 35 attempts for 
a per-carry average of 5. 1 yards and has returned nine kickoffs for 
211 yards and an average of 23. 4 yards. 
Johnson played for Coach Mo Tipton at OHS. 
###### 
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(Specia l to the East Kentucky Voice) 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University's basketball fortunes 
a re on the rise a nd three young men from Southeastern Kentucky are playing 
k ey roles in the comeback. 
Seni or guard Eddie Conley, a 6-0 co-captain from J enkins, emerged 
l a te l ast season as a d et e rmined floor lea d e r and is bidding for a starting 
berth against some strong opposition. 
He averaged nearly 8 points a game last year and i s a good outside 
shoot e r in the tradition of his older brother, Jerry, a two-time All-Ohio 
Valley Confer en ce guard a t MSU befor e d e pa rting in 1969. 
Eddie is the son of Mr. a nd Mrs. Edgar Conley of Burdine . He was 
an All-Stater at J enkins High. 
John Stacy, a 6-8 soph omore center from Breathitt County, is fighting 
for the s t a rting center spot. A start e r on l ast year ' s unbeaten freshman 
t eam, he is expect ed to devel op into one of the OVC 1s b ett er big men. 
Stacy, a former All-Stater a t BCHS, is the son of Mr. and Mrs . F l oyd D. 
Stacy of J~ckson. 
Arch Johnson, a 6-5 freshman forward from B r eathitt County, is being 
hailed as Morehead State's finest r ecruit in years. He has b een impressive in 
pre-season drills and is expected to lead the Little Eagl es throughout the 
197 1 -72 campa i gn. 
Also a former All-Stater, he is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Arch Johnson of 
Booneville. 
"All three of these young men are mighty important to our b a sketball 
pr ogr am, 11 said MSU Head Coach Bill Harrell. "We 're very gla d to have 
'I 
them at Morehead State. 11 
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Special to the Daily Enterprise 
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Area Code 606/783-3~25 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Bill Cason of North Middletown, Ky. has been 
named Morehead State Univer sity's "outstanding player of the week" for his 
play in last Saturday's 51-22 win over previously undefeated Fairmont State. 
The 190-pound junior fullback scored three touchdowns a nd rushed for 
79 yards in 13 carries. His touchdowns tied MSU records for most points in 
a game, most touchdowns in a game and most t ouchdowns by rushing in a 
game. 
He is the son of Mr. and Mrs . James Cason of North Middletown and 
was an All-State performer at Bourbon County High School. 
"Bill is an exceptional running back with tremendous balance and 
acceleration, " said MSU Head Coa ch Jake Hallum. "He is a vital part of 
our football team. 11 
Cason is the team's leading rusher with 266 yards and five touchdowns 
in 56 carries and also is the top scorer with 30 points in five games . 
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Feathers are expected to fly Saturday at 
Cookeville, Tenn. when Morehead State's Eagles and Tennessee Tech's 
Golden Eagles meet in a pivotal Ohio Vdlley Conference football game. 
Both squads are 4-1 overall and 2-1 in the OVC and will be 
fighting to stay alive in the conference race. MSU is coming off a 
51-22 pasting of Fairmont State last weekend while Tech &uffered its 
first loss of the year, 15-7 at Western Kentucky. 
The 1 : 30 p.m. (CDT) Homecoming Day kickoff on the artificial 
turf of Tech's Overall Field pits MSU's league-leading offensive and 
defensive units against Tech's third-ranked platoons. 
Head Coach Jake Hallum's visiting Eagles are averaging 31.4 
points and 356.6 yards of total offense per game while allowing the 
opposition 173.8 yards and 10.2 points . 
The Golden Eagles of Head Coach Don Wade have given up 234. 2 
yards and piled up 280.2 yards themselves. Tech is averaging 18 . 2 
points compared to the opposition's nine. 
Individually, MSU boasts the OVC's top total offense producer, 
quarterback Dave Schaetzke with 153 yards per game, and the leading 
pass receiver, split end John High who has 24 catches for 238 yards 
and 2 touchdowns. Tennessee Tech has the conference's top punter, 
Butch Gentry , and the second-leading rusher, fullback Jeff Axel who 
has carried the ball 91 times for 423 yards and three TDs. 
11 They are physically strong both offensively and defensively 
and will have the advantage of a Homecoming crowd, 11 MSU's Hallum said 
this week. "We' 11 need a superlative effort to win. 11 
II II II II II II n 
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Guards Eddie Conley and Bubba Abell are co-
captains of the 1971-72 varsity basketball squad at .Morehead State 
University. 
Conley, a 6-0 senior, and Abell, a 6-2 junior, were elected 
this week by their teammates. 
"We're very pleased with the selections," said MSU Head Coach 
Bill Harrell. "Eddie and Bubba are experienced players and both have 
leadership ability." 
Conley, the team's only senior, averaged 7.1 points per game 
last year. Abell scored 6.2 per outing. Both were part-time starters . 
Conley is a product of Jenkins High School and the son of Mr. 
and Mrs. Edgar Conley of Burdine, Ky. Abell, a graduate of Lebanon 
St. Augustine, is the grandson of Mrs. Len Abell, 325 SoJ: Harrison, 
Lebanon. 
The co-captains and junior forward Ike Unseld are the only 
returnees from last year's 8-17 squad. Nine sophomores up from an 
unbeaten freshman team and a junior college transfer have joined them 
to form this year's varsity. 
Workouts began last week in preparation for the opening game 
Dec. 2 at nuquesne. The home opener is Dec. 6 against Oral Roberts 
University . 
The annual pre-season frosh-varsity charity game is scheduled 
tentatively for Nov. 22. Coach Harrell and the Eagle cagers meet the 
press Saturday, Nov. 6, at 10:30 a.m. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- "There's no easy way to say it. They 
just whipped us offensively and defensively." 
Morehead State University Head Football Coach Jake Hallum 
didn't mince words as he watched films of MSU's 26-8 loss at 
Tennessee Tech last Saturday. 
"They really battered us," Hallum said of the Ohio Valley 
Conference clash which ended the Eagles' three-game winning streak 
and left them with a 4-2 mark overall and 2-2 in the OVC. 
"We're trying to put things back together for the trip to 
Western," he added. They no doubt will be our toughest opponent 
of the year." 
The Hilltoppers, fresh from a 16-7 win over Eastern Kentucky, 
are 5-1 on the year and 4-0 in the conference. 
Hallum offered no alibi for the somewhat surprising loss 
at Tech. The Eagles made four turnovers and could mount only one 
sustained offensive drive. 
Freshman tailback Jimmy Johnson scored on a one-yard plunge 
with 1:13 left in the game for MSU's only TD . Lou Mains passed to 
Dennis Crowley for the two-point conversion. 
The Eagles dominated the statistics but that was small 
consolation for the bruising loss which may have dashed MSU's OVC 
title dreams. 
"Only one statistic counts and that's what's on the score-
board at the end of the game," said the dejected Hallum. 
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M:>REHEAD, Ky. --- Season tickets now are on sale for 
Morehead State University's 12 home basketball games in 1971-72. 
A reserved seat for the season costs $24, a savings of $6 
over the per-game price of $2.50. No general admission scats are 
sold on a special season price. 
Season ticket holders from last year have been notified 
to renew their seats as soon as possible. All season tickets are 
being sold on a first come, first served basis. 
No individual game tickets will be available before the 
season begins. 
The Eagles of Coach Bill Harrell open their home season 
Dec. 6 against Oral Roberts University. All varsity games in 
Laughlin Fieldhouse start at 7:30 p.m. EST. Preliminary games 
begin at 5:30 p.m. 
Other home tilts include Dec. ll~st. Peter's; Dec. 13-
Marshall; Jan. 10-Illinois State; Jan. 22-Western Kentucky; Jan. 24-
Middle Tenn.; Jan. 31-Tennessee Tech; Feb. 5-Eastern Kentucky; 
Feb. 7-Indiana State; Feb. 12-Austin Peay; Feb. 14-Murray State; 
Feb. 28-East Tennessee. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University's varsity and 
freshman basketball squads will appear in three off-campus exh ibition 
games before opening the regular season . 
Head Coach Bill Harrell and his cagers are staging intra-
squad games Thursday, Nov . 4, at Johnson Centra l High School in 
Paintsville: Tuesday, Nov . 9, at Pendleton county High School in 
Falmouth : and Thursday, Nov . 18, at Danville High School in Danville . 
"We're anx ious for our fans away from the ca!tlpus to see the 
talented young men who will be responsible for our basketball program 
in the next few years," Harrell said. 
Various groups are sponsoring the exhibition games and 
admission is free at each of the off-campus games. 
The annual frosh-varsity game is scheduled Monday, Nov . 22, 
in Laughlin Fieldhouse at 7 : 30 p . m. Admission is 50 cents for 
students and one dollar for adults. 
"We feel we have another outstanding group of freshmen to 
go with those from last year's unbeaten frosh," Harrell added . The 
Little Eagles of 1970-71 won 17 straight and are sending nine players 
up to this year's varsity . 
MSU opens the regular season 'rhursday , Dec. 2 , at DUquesne . 
The home opene r is Monday, Dec . 6, against Oral Roberts. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Jake Hallum is angry and disappointed--for the 
second straight week. 
The Morehead State University head football coach made no effort 
to conceal his displeasure with the performance of his Eagles in last 
Saturday's 34-11 loss at Western Kentucky. 
''We played the worst game I've seen anywhere in three or four 
years," Hallum said. "We allowed them to intimidate us both 
offensively and defensively." 
Hallum said he was considering some personnel changes in the 
wake of the one-sided loss, the second in two weeks for MSU. Tennessee 
Tech bounced the Eagles a week earlier, 26-8. 
The defeat dropped MSU to an overall record of 4-3 and an Ohio 
Valley Conference mark of 2-3. 
Hallum said the only bright spots at Western were the record-
breaking 42-yard field goal by Kirk Andrews and a 53-yard punt return 
for a touchdown by Mo Hollingsworth. Lou Mains passed to John High 
for the two-point conversion. 
The Eagles return home this Saturday for a 2 p.m . "High School 
Day" game with winless East Tennessee. The Buccaneers are 0-6-1 on 
the year and were idle last weekend. 
"If we don't put things back together, we'll take some more 
lumps this Saturday," Hallum concluded. 
#1111111111# 
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(EDITOR'S NOTE --- The following article was written by 
Tim Pollitt, Aberdeen, Ohio, senior at Morehead State University 
and sports editor of The Trail Blazer, MSU's student newspaper.) 
By TIM POLLITT 
Trail Blazer Sports Editor 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Have you ever seen double? 
It can be troublesome , especially for an athlete. Imagine 
trying to stop two quarterbacks or to hit two baskets or to swing 
at two golf balls. 
The problem is even worse if you are seeing triple, and 
that's what happens to Morehead State University's soccer opponents. 
They see the Williams brothers--Jon, Joel and Jim--triple~ 
regulars for the Eagles of Coach Mohammed Sabie. 
The "family affair" has been a great asset to the Eagle 
soccer squad for the past two years, according to Dr. Sabie. 
Besides being physically talented on the field, they also 
frustrate foes who often can't tell them apart. Jim, however, made 
the job a mite easier this year by growing a beard. 
After coming to MSU from Canal Winchester, Ohio, the brothers 
became interested in soccer through physical education classes. Dr. 
Sabie encouraged them to stay after soccer classes and practice with 
the varsity team. They did, and the next year all earned starting 
positions. 
(More) 
. ·· 2222222 
None had played soccer before but Jon and Joel were very 
active in other high school sports. Jim, while claiming to have 
been "too fat," has since slimmed down to become one of Kentucky's 
finest soccer players. Holding down the "inside right" position, 
he is the team ' s top scorer and recently tallied four goals in 
one game. 
Jim modestly attributes his success on the field to the 
passing abilities of the MSU defense. "I would never score a point 
if the defense didn't give me the ball," he says . Brothers Jon 
and Joel , incidentally, are part of the defense. 
Why soccer instead of a major sport? 
"Because it is a sport for normal sized people, '1 the 
brother replied , adding that soccer players don' t have to be 6- 8 
and have 40 pounds of muscle to p l ay. 
The 21-year-old triplets are juniors at MSU and are the 
sons of Mrs . Mary M. Williams of Rt. 2 , Canal Winchester. Jon and 
Jim are industrial technol ogy majors and Joel is studying biology . 
"They are fine young men and we ' re glad to have them in 
our program," said Dr. Sabie. 
As for MSU's soccer opposition : 
Have you ever seen triple? 
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MOREHEAD, Ky . - -- Appearances in two tournaments highlight 
the 18-game freshman basketball schedule for 1971-72 at Morehead 
State University . 
The Little Eagles of Coach Jack Black open the new campaign 
Dec. 2 and 3 in the Fellowship of Christian Athletes Invitational 
Tournament at Anderson County High School, Lawrenceburg, Ky. 
MSU tangles with Western Kentucky University's frosh in 
the tourney ' s first game. Eastern Kentucky and Louisville are 
paired in t h e second game. Winners and losers meet the second 
night. 
The Little Eagles also are scheduled to play Jan. 28 and 29 
in the El Hasa Shrine Tournament at Ashland. Other entries are 
frosh units from Eastern Kentucky, Marshall and Ohio University. 
Pairings have not been announced. 
Black's cagers have regular season games with freshman 
squads from Ohio u., Transylvania and Marshall. Other dates have 
been arranged with Prestonsburg and Somerset community colleges 
and with Alice Lloyd, Lees and Sue Bennett junior colleges. 
"We are looking forward to the new season because this is 
probably the toughest freshman schedule we've ever played here," 
Black said. "Our young men c e rtainly are anxious to get underway." 
MSU's frosh include All-Staters Arch Johnson(6-5) of . 
Breathitt County, 6-1 James Washington of Frankfort, 6-2 Glenn 
Turner of McDowell and 6-5 Gene Frye of Luray, Va. Also highly re-
garded are 6-10 Mark Hudson of New Richmond, Ohio, 6-1 Larry Brown 
of Hazel Green and 6-1 Mike Turner of McDowell. 
11-3-71 (Complete schedule enclosed) 
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---"We're back on our feet and determined to 
make a good showing the rest of the way." 
Morehead State University Head Football coach Jake Hallum 
spoke with renewed confidence after MSU's 19-7 Ohio Valley Conference 
win over East Tennessee last weekend. 
The home victory snapped a two-game losing streak for the 
Eagles and upped their record to 5-3 overall and 3-3 in the ovc. 
"We looked like a different team out there this week," Hallum 
added. "Our linemen blocked well, the backs ran hard and the defense 
really knocked them around." 
MSU's "Bellringer" defense constantly penetrated the East 
Tennessee forward wall and dropped the Buccaneer ball carriers for 
a minus 43 yards rushing. With the exception of a 68-yard scoring 
bomb late in the game, the Eagle secondary closed the door on ETSU 
quarterback Richard McGlothlin, the OVC's leading passer, who 
completed nine of 28 passes and had two intercepted. 
The "Bellringers" set up the first touchdown when senior 
linebacker Ron Little recovered a Bue fumble on East Tennessee's 
nine-yard-line. Dave Schaetzke threw a seven-yard scoring pass to 
split end John High three plays later and Kirk Andrews tacked on the 
extra point. 
(MORE) 
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Schaetzke, apparently recovered from a nagging ankle injury, 
directed an 84-yard scoring march. in the second quarter and fullback 
Bill Cason capped it with a two-yard plunge for the TD. Andrews 
kicked the PAT and it was 14-0. 
The lead went to 16-0 near halftime when senior linebacker 
Charlie Arline smothered reserve quarterback Rod Weaver in the end 
zone to give MSU a safety. Andrews toed a 24-yard field goal early 
in the last quarter and the Eagles were home free. 
McGlothlin fired the 68-yarder to flanker Bo Howard with less 
than five minutes left for the only ETSU touchdown . John Rauch kicked 
the extra point. 
Senior linebacker Harry Lyles and junior free safety Don 
Brindle each intercepted passes for the Eagles. Little led the MSU 
tacklers with 13 individual stops and three assists. 
Hallum singled out tackle Arnold Drury and Chuck Steiner for 
"exceptionally good" blocking on the offensive line. 
"All of us were pleased with last week's effort but now we're 
concentrating on Illinois State," Hallum said. "They are big and 
fast and will have the advantage of playing at home . " 
This Saturday's appearance at ISU's Hancock Stadium in Normal, 
Ill. will be the Eagles' last road trip of the season. The host 
Redbirds are 5-4 on the year after last Saturday's 13-6 win over 
central Michigan . 
Morehead S t a t e and Illinois State will be meeting in football 
for the first time. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University is sending its best 
cross country team in history t o Tennessee Tech this Saturday in quest of 
the Ohio Valley Conference championshi.p. · '~. · , 
MSU has never won the cross country title since the sport was 
adopted in 196 2 and Dr. Earl Bentley thinks his Eagles will have to beat 
East Tennessee and Murray State to· bring home the crown. 
"Thhl is the bes·t per·sonnel we 1ve ever had, 11 Bentley said, "but the 
conference is stronger both in team depth and individual ability. 11 
Senior Dan Price, the MSU captain, and sophomores Ron Pontrich 
and Jack Sivori are MSUHi top challengers in the individual competition. 
They have paced the Eagles to a 7-1 record in dual and triangular meets. 
Also, . they have a first and second in the onl:y two tournaments of the 
season. 
Other MSU performers are junior Nick Tsanges and sophomores 
Hosea Johnson and· John Ractg·ers and freshman Dennis Schafer. 
"Our overall physical condition is good, 11 Bentley reported. "Price 
has been bothered by a heel condition but we hope to have it corrected s oon. 11 
The Eagles have defeated the only two OVC schools they faced in 
the regular season. Eastern Kentucky was victimized twice in dual meets 
and Western Kentucky was beaten in the Southern States Invitational last 
month at CurnbP.rland College. 
The OVC title meet starts at 11 a. m. CST. 
######## 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehe ad State University's soccer team 
has completed its sixth straight winning season and was undefeated 
in eight games against Kentucky colleges. 
The final record of 8-4-1 includes last weekend's second 
place finish in the Kentucky Intercollegiate Soccer Association 
Tournament at Louisville. The Eagles dropped Bellarmine, 2-1, in 
first round play but lost by the same score to Cincinnati in over-
time in the championship game. 
"We felt it was a very successful season," said Head 
Coach Mohammed Sabie, who has compiled a 46-13-4 record since MSU 
began intercollegiate soccer in 1966. 
Dr. Sabie had special praise for the leadership and defen-
sive play of his senior co-captains, George Buck of Louisville 
and Randy Shelton of Ashland. Also singled out were the team's 
top two scorers, junior Jim Williams who tallied 11 goals and 
freshman Vic Pinion who had nine. 
MSU recorded regular season wins over Kentucky, Louisville, 
Centre, Berea, Murray State, Asbury and Transylvania. Losses were 
to Dayton, Morris Harvey and Cincinnati. The Eagles tied Fairmont 
State. On the year, they outscored the opposition 32-18. 
"We're really looking forward to next season," Dr. Sabie 
added. "If present plans work out, we'll be competing in a major 
soccer conference with some of the best teams in the country . " 
His optimism is well founded . The Eagle soccermen return 
nine of 11 starters from this year. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Mark Wenning, a 6-7 center and 
£01·'\.-,arcl, will be lost to the Morehead State University varsity 
basketball squad for the entire season. 
MSU Head Coach Bill Harrell said the sophomore from 
Greensburg, Ind. would undergo knee surgery soon and wodd 
not return to action until next season. 
Wenning was a part-time starter on last year's unbeaten 
freshman team. He had been expected to see varsity action 
as a reserve center. 
Harrell said Wenning had been injured in a practice 
aesaion. His loss leaves the Eagles with eight sophomores 
on their 12-man varsity roster, 
MSU opens the regular season Dec. 2 at Duquesne. The 
hcroe opener is Dec. 6 against Oral Roberts. The annual 
freshman-varsity intrasquad game is Monday, Nov. 22, at 
7:30 p. m. 
######### 
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State versus Eastern Kentucky. 
That's all Ohio Valley Conference football fans need to hear 
to know they're in for a rugged, unpredictable battle of two intense 
rivals. 
Coach Jake Hallum's MSU Eagles whipped Illinois State last 
weekend, 28-12, and go into the 2 p.m. kickoff at Breathitt Sports 
center Stadium with a 6-3 overall record and a 3-3 mark in the OVC. 
The EKU Colonels dropped Appalachian State, 28-14, and boast 
a 6-3-1 slate on the year and a 3-3 conference record. 
Both teams were among pre-season favorites for the OVC title 
but were eliminated midway through the season. However, the game has 
always been a physical, emotional contest. 
"Eastern has a great football team and we know we're in for 
a rough afternoon," Hallum said this week. "Stopping Jimmy Brooks is 
a big order for any team and their defense is quick and mean . " 
A capacity crowd of 10,000 is anticipated for the 42ndrenewal 
of a rivalry which began in 1927. Plenty of seats are available and 
stadium ticket offices open Saturday at 12 :15 p.m . 
Eastern Kentucky leads the series, 23-14, and four games have 
been tied. But MSU has a two-game winning steak over the Colonels, 
including last season's 16-13 triumph which cost EKU the conference 
crown and a bowl bid. 
(MORE} 
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Morehead State currently leads the OVC in team offense with an 
a verage of 314 . 2 yards per game. Eastern Kentucky is seventh with 
237 . 5 Defensively, the Eagles are second at 188.6 and the Colonels 
rank sixth with 263.7. 
Individually, the game features two league leaders from MSU -
quarterback Dave Schaetzke in total offense with 145 . 8 yards per game 
and split end John High with 45 pass receptions for 512 yards . Schaetz~~, 
a sophomore , also is the OVC's second leading passer, averaging 9.7 
completions per outing. 
"Both teams have some outstanding performers , " Hallum added . 
"It should be a real struggle . " 
Schaetzke led the way against Illinois State as he ran for two 
touchdowns and passed to High on a 32- yard play for anothe r . Freshman 
tailbac~ Jimmy Johnson scored the other Eagle TD on a one-yard plunge . 
Junior placekicker Kirk Andrews booted all four extra points . 
MSU's "Bellringer" defense stopped ISU ball c arriers 13 times 
for minus yardage and forced the Redbirds to make three turnovers, 
including a fumble which set up a touchdown . Senior linebacker Ch arlie 
Arline paced the Eagles with eight tackles . Senior lineback e r Ron 
Li t tle and freshman defensive end Ken Luckett recovered fumbles and 
s e n i or cornerback Jim Bayes intercepted an ISU pass. 
"We had a great effort," Hallum said . "But this week will be 
t h e k ey to our season . " 
An MSU victory would tie the school r ecord f or most wins in a 




FOR RELEASE SUNDAY, Nov. 14 Or Later 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Two new schools and two newly-
admitted members are included in the eight-team field for the 
30th annual Eastern Kentucky Conferen ce Bask etbal 1 Tournament 
opening Tuesday, Nov. 23, at Morehead State University. 
Appearing for the first time in any tournament will be 
West Carter County High School, a product of the merger of Olive 
Hill and Carter City high schools, and East Carter County H igh, 
a result of combining Hitchins and Grayson Prichard. 
Competing as new conference members will be Rowan 
County and Morgan County. 
The tournament is scheduled Nov. 23 and 24 and 26 and 27 
at MSU 1 s Laughlin Fieldhouse . All seats are $1. 50 and tickets 
will be sold only at the gate. Ticket offices open at 6: 30 p. m . 
for each session. 
No games will be played Thanksgiving night, Nov. 25. 
Pairings announced today by EKC Commissioner Jac~c 
Fultz send host University Breckinridge against Sandy Hook in 
Tuesday's first game .at 7 p. m. Morgan County and East Carter 
tangle at 8:45 p . m. 
Wednesday night's card has Menifee County and West 
Carter m-;~ting at 7 p. m. and defending champion Salyersville 
against Rowan County at 8:45 p . m. 
(MORE ) 
eke tourney 2-2-2-2-2-2 
Tuesday night's winners are matched Friday at 7 p. m. 
and Wednesday night's survivors meet at 8:45. The consolation 
tilt is Saturday at 7 p. m. and the championship game starts 
at 8:45 p. m . 
Tourney officials are Don Hardin and Herb Ramey of 
Morehead, Bob Kouns of South Shore and Doug Butcher of 
Paintsville. 
Rondal D. Hart of Breck is the tournament manager. 
Other staff members include Keith Kappes, PA announcer; 
George Sadler, official timer; and Jim Wells, official scorer . 
Trophy presentations on Saturday night include an award 
to the tournament's best cheerleading squad. 
Head coaches at the EKC member schools are Dienzel 
Dennis, University Breck; Zane Collins, Rowan Co.; Joe 
Blankenship, Menifee Co.; Ken Collinsworth, Morgan Co. ; Roy 
(Doc) Murphy, East Carter; Bert Greene, West Carter; Jesse 
Adkins, Sandy Hook; and Bucky Ellis, Salyersville. 
########## 
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University senior linebacker 
Ron Little is a young man of few words . 
Eastern Kentucky Head Football coach Roy Kidd made several 
public mentions of Little last week as "that other linebacker" at MSU, 
an obvious reference to the much publicized Harry (Sugar Bear) Lyles, 
Little's teammate. 
Little, a 6-1, 190-pounder from Fort Payne, Ala., made 15 
individual tackles against EKU as Morehead State took a 10-7 victory 
to close the 1971 season. 
Little found Coach Kidd as the dejected mentor was leaving the 
field. They came face to face and Little extended his hand, saying: 
"Coach, I'm Ron Little , that other linebacker." 
11111111111111 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- "That sure makes the winter a lot shorter." 
Morehead State University Head Football Coach Jake Hallum 
grinned from ear to ear as he reviewed last weekend's dramatic 10-7 
victory over arch rival Eastern Kentucky. 
It was MSU's third straight triumph over the Colonels and 
the second time in two years that Eagle placekicker Kirk Andrews 
produced the winning margin with a clutch field goal. 
This year's three-pointer came from 27 yards out early in 
the fourth period. EKU mounted a threat in the final minute of the 
game but senior linebacker Harry Lyles intercepted a pass and the 
matter was decided. 
Morehead State dominated the game offensively and defensively 
before a capacity home crowd of 10,000 to close the 1971 campaign 
with a record-tying 7-3 overall record and a 4-3 Ohio Valley 
Conference slate. It marked the fourth time an MSU squad has won 
seven regular season games. 
The Eagles held a 7-0 halftime lead on a 16-yard scoring 
pass from sophomore quarterback Dave Schaetzke to sophomore flanker 
Mike Mattia. Andrews kicked the extra point. 
EKU tied the fray in the third quarter when cornerback 
Mike 0 1 Neal picked off a Schaetzke pass and raced 37 yards for 
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Andrews, who now holds all of MSU's placekicking records 
with another season yet to play, provided the victory margin on his 
third field goal attempt of the day. Earlier, a 43-yarder was short 
and a 40-yarder was wide. 
"I was a little nervous but it didn't bother my confidence," 
Andrews said later in the locker room. "The first two misses were 
close and we had great field position so I felt good about the 
third one." 
The individual surprise of the day was MSU senior fullback 
John Coning, a spot player throughout his career, who piled up 
121 yards rushing in 22 carries. 
Defensively, the Eagles held EKU to only four first downs 
and 65 yards of total offense. Also, the "Bellringers" dropped 
Eastern ball carriers nine times for minus yardage . Senior 
linebacker Ron Little overpowered the EKU offensive attack and 
made 15 individual tackles. 
Meanwhile, Schaetzke was guiding the Eagle offense to 387 
yards rushing and passing. 
"We had our best game of the year and had 19 seniors finish 
their careers in a sparkling team effort," Hallum said. "We didn't 
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---His varsity had just racked up a 132-88 
win over the frosh and Morehead State University Head Basketball Coach 
Bill Harrell was eager to talk about the 1971-72 season . 
"People who saw our club last year are really in for a 
surprise when they see the speed, ball handling and shooting ability 
" of these young men, " the third-year mentor said. 
"We plan to run with the ball at every opportunity and use 
a variety of pressure defenses," he added. "And, if pre-season games 
• are any indication, we're going to have more scoring punch than 
expected." 
Harrell had special praise for 6-5 sophomore forward Eugene • 
Lyons of Johns Creek who led the varsity over the frosh in the final 
exhibition game with 33 points and nine rebounds. 
• "His aggressiveness makes him a constant scoring and 
rebounding threat. He's going to have a fine varsity career." 
Guard Bill Dotson, a 6-4 sophomore from London, also 
• sparkled in the annual intrasquad charity game on campu~ netting 22 
points with some deadly outside shooting. Generally considered a 
• defensive specialist, Dotson is battling for a starting berth and his 
shooting is having a positive effect, according to Harrell. 
A foot injury hampered 6-5 sophomore forward Leonard Coulter 
e of Danville, who finished with 13 points and 11 rebounds. "He had some 
problems in that game but everyone knows his credentials," Harrell said 
of the former high school All-American who paced last year's freshman 
• to an unbeaten season. (MORE) 
• 
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Coulter and Lyons apparently have the forward spots locked ur 
but the pivot is still undecided between 6-8 junior college transfer 
Ron Nicholson and 6-8 sophomore John Stacy of Breathitt County. 
Nicholson started all four exhibition games but Stacy came out of the · 
Monday night tilt with 15 points and nine rebounds. 
Competing with Dotson for the guard berths are 6-0 senior 
Eddie Conley, 6-2 Bubba Abell and 6-2 sophomore Howard Wallen. "We'll 
be in good shape with any of them on the floor," Harrell said. 
Ike Unseld, a 6-3 junior, and three sophomores, 6-3 Lowell 
Ashby, 6-2 Ken Noll and 6-1 Joe Stallworth help give the Eagles what 
Harrell calls "better than average" bench strength. 
"Sure we' re young, " he added. "Eight sophomores are on 
the squad and five of them could possibly start. But they'll mature 
fast against the teams we're playing in December and hopefully be 
ready for conference action in January." 
MSU starts the new campaign Dec. 2 against Dequesne in 
Pittsburgh, Pa . and meets Oral Roberts Dec. 6 in the home opener. 
St. Peter's of New Jersey comes to Morehead Dec . 11 and Marshall appears 
Dec. 13 at Laughlin Fieldhouse . 
####### 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Dick Gallagher, director of the Profes-
sional Football Hall of Fame, will be guest speaker Friday, 
Dec. 3, at the annual Morehead State University Football Banquet. 
A former coach and general manager of the Buffalo Bills 
of the National Football League, Gallagher has managed the grid 
shrine in Canton, Ohio, since its opening. 
The dinner is set for 6:30 p.m. in the ballroom of the 
Adron Doran University Center. Tickets are $2.50 and will be 
available at the door. 
MSU Head Football Coach Jake Hallum and his staff will 
present several individual awards. The Eagles finished the 1971 
season with a 7-3 record. 
1111111111 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Bill Harrell may feel like the sophomore 
class advisor when his Morehead State University basketball team 
opens the season Thursday night against Duquesne in Pittsburgh, Pa. 
The third-year Eagle mentor will have three - - and possibly four 
sophs in his starting lineup for the 8:30 p. m. tipoff at the Pittsburgh 
Civic Arena (Steel Bowl), 
Harrell, who is hopeful of a rebound from last year's 8-17 
record, has decided to go with 6-5 sophomores Leonard Coulter and 
Eugene Lyons at forward and 6-0 senior Eddie Conley and 6-4 sophomore 
Bill Dotson at guard. 
The center spot will go to either 6-8 junior Ron Nicholson or 6-8 
sophomore John Stacy. H a rrell said the decision would be made before 
the team leaves town Wednesday. 
Nic holson, a slender, high jumping junior college transfer, was 
in the pivot for all four pre-season exhibition games. Stacy, a rugged 
and unpredictable performer, saw heavy duty as a reserve. 
Coulter, a former high school All American, was the scoring and 
rebounding leader on last year 1s unbeaten frosh team. Lyons, a standout 
in recent drills, was third in scoring and second in rebounding . 
Conley, a co-captain and the team's only senior, has emerged as 
a dependable floor leader, according to Harrell. Dotson, regarded as 
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Slated for quick duty at guard are 6-2 junior Bubba Abell, the 
other co-captain, and 6-2 sophomore Howard Wallen, the No. 2 scorer 
for last year 1s freshmen. Both are still in the running for regular 
jobs, Harrell adde rl . 
Other members of what Harrell calls a "good" bench are 6-3 
junior foward Ike Unseld, 6-2 sophomore guard Ken Noll, 6-3 sophomore 
forward Lowell Ashby and 6-1 sophomore guard Joe Stallworth . 
As for Duquesne, Harrell expects the Dukes to field a strong, 
well-coached and talented team. "They have great tradition and some 
fine personnel, 11 he said. "Add that to outstanding coaching and the 
home court advantage and it 1s easy to see why we have so much respect 
for them. 11 
Harrell reported he was "very much impressed" by the accounts 
he had heard of Duquesne 1s 6-3 senior guard Mike Barr, 6-9 sophomore 
center Lionel Billingy and 6-4 junior forward Jack Wojdowski. 
The schedule doesn 1t get any easier for the Eagles after the 
opener. They come home next Monday to P.la-Y' host to Oral Roberts, 
a team Harrell describes as "unquestionably one of the best in the 
country. 11 The Titans are led by All-American guard Richard Fuqua. 
######## 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Dick Gallagher will have the benefit of 40 years 
in football when he addr esses the Morehead State University Football Dinner 
Friday night. 
The 6:30 p. m . banquet in the ballroom of the Adron Doran University 
Center was scheduled to honor members of MSU's 1971 football squad which 
finished 7-3 with a season-ending 10-7 victory over Eastern Kentucky. 
Numerous team and individual awards will be presented and letters 
will be awarded. 
Gallagher, now director of the Pro Football Hall of Fame in Canton, Ohio, 
has four decades of service as a player, coach and top-level administrator in 
college and professional football. 
Before assuming the grid shrine's directorship in 1968, he was general 
manager of the Buffalo Bills and earlier was a key assistant coach under Paul 
Brown with the Cleveland Browns. 
Gallagher, a member of the Ohio High School Football Coaches Hall of Fame, 
also served as head football coach at Santa Clara University and as head baseball 
and head basketball coach at William and Mary College. 
The Ironton, Ohio, native is recognized as an astute judge of football 
talent. He coached Ironton to the Ohio state championship in 1935. 
Tickets for the annual dinner care $2. 50 and will be available at the door. 
Bill Pierce, MSU's director of admissions, will be the master of ceremonies. 
####### 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University's 1971 football 
team broke or tied 26 school records en route to a 7-3 record, the best 
showing since 1966. 
Junior placekicker Kirk Andrews, whose field goal won the 
Eastern Kentucky game for the second straight year, led the record book 
assault by setting eight new marks and tying four others. He now holds or 
shares all but two of MSU's placekicking records. 
Individuals accounted for 22 changes and the team racked up four 
revisions, including a tie for the most wins in a regular season. New 
team records include least total offense allowed, 26 yards to Austin Peay; 
fewest yards rushing allowed,nlmWI 63 by Austin Peay; and fewest yards 
rushing allowed in a season, 641 for a per game average of 64. l, the best 
in the Ohio Valley Conference. 
New standards in individual categories were: 
KIRK ANDREWS -- most points by kicking in a season (37) and 
career (76); most extra points by kicking in a season (25) and a career (52); 
most extra points attempted in a career (58); most field goals in a season (4) 
and a career (8); and longest field goal (42 yards). 
MO HOLLINGSWORTH - - l ongest punt return (83 yards) and longest 
punt return for a touchdown (83 yards ); most kick returns for touchdowns in 
a season (3) and a career (6). 
RON LITTLE -- most defensive plays in a game (21, 15 tackles and 
six assists) and most tackles in a game (15). 
11-30-71 
JOHN HIGH -- most passes caught in a career (139). 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Young but talented. 
That's how Morehead State University Head Basketball 
Coach Bill Harrell d escribes his sophomore-dominated 
varsity in the 1971-72 season opening early next month. 
The third-year Eagle mentor told a recent press luncheon 
that the addition of eight sophomores and a junior college 
transfer gives him personnel with the speed, quickness and 
overall ability to play with anyone on MSU's schedule. 
Only three players return from last year's squad which 
tied a school record for losses with its 8 -17 mark. They in=dude 
the team's only senior, 6 - 0 guard Eddie Conley, and two juniors, 
6-2 guard Bubba Abell and 6-3 forward Ike Unseld. Conley and 
Abell are co-captains. 
They are expected to battle three sophomores - - 6- 2 Howard 
Wallen, 6-4 Bill Dotson and 6-2 Joe Stallworth -- for the starting 
guard spots. 
The center will be either 6-8 junior Ron Nicholson, a 
transfer from Seminole Junior College in Florida, or 6-8 
sophomore John Stacy. 
Candidates at forward are Unseld and four sophomores, 
6-5 Leonard Coulter, 6-5 Eugene Lyons, 6-3 Lowell Ashby and 
6-2 Ken Noll. 
(MORE ) 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
1971 Fall Sports Scoreboard 
FOCYrBALL (7-3) (Final) SOCCER (8-4-1} (Final} 
MSU 29, Marshall 6 Cincinnati 2, MSU 1 
Middle Tenn. 9, MSU 7 MSU 5, Kentucky 0 
MSU 48, Murray St. 14 MSU 1, Louisville 0 
MSU 22, Austin Peay 0 MSU 8, Centre 0 
MSU 51, Fairmont St. 22 MSU 6, Berea 2 
Tenn. Tech 26, MSU 8 MSU 3, Murray St. 2 







East Tenn. 7 MSU 1, Fairmont St. 
Illinois St. 12 MSU 1, Asbury 0 
Eastern Ky. 7 Dayton 5, MSU 0 
MSU 3, Transylvania 
MSU 2, Bellarmine 
Cincinnati 
CROSS COUNTRY (7-1) (Final) 
MSU 25, Rio Grande 34 
Ashland Invitational (2nd of 12) 
MSU 17, Eastern Ky. 45 
MSU 15, Union 50 
Cincinnati 27, MSU 30 
Cumberland Invitational (1st of 7) 
MSU 15, Asbury 50 
MSU 18, Eastern Ky. 48 
MSU 23, Cumberland 35 
2, 
MSU 28, Ashland 31, Marshall 77 
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---"It's hard to lose but I'm not discouraged. 
We made some mistakes but all in all it was a good opening effort 
on the road. " 
Morehead State University Head Basketba ll Coach Bill Harrell 
was analyzing the debut of his sophomore-dominated Eagles who lost 
a 76-63 decision to Duquesne Thursday night. 
"Those fouls put us out of the game after we'd made thr:!e 
strong comebacks," he recalled. "But Duquesne had things a loi: 
rougher than they expected." 
The Eagles rallied for a tie at 59 with 4: 59 to play .>Ut the 
loss of forwards Leonard Coulter and Eugene Lyons on fouls was too 
much to overcome and the nikes took a 17-4 scoring edge the rest of 
the way. 
Lyons paced MSU with 16 points and seven rebo· mdc: . ".:oul ter, 
who was disqualified with 7:5~ ~emaining, came up with 15 a~~ tied 
for game rebound honors with 1::. . Bill Dotson, another S • ·ph, added 
10 points • 
The Eagles started three sophomores and had four in th~ lineup 
after guard Howard Wallen came off the bench ea rly. He cont·_ ibuted 
nine points. 
"It was good expt.rience for young players," Harrell c.ided • 
"Playing on the road early like this should help us mature fas ~ er 
and we need a ll the experience we can get." 
The Eagles start their home schedule Monday night at 7:30 
against Oral Roberts . 
A preliminary with Ohio University's freshmen , originally 
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---"Our record should be 4-1 by Christmas if we 
play our next three games like we played against Western Kentucky." 
Jack Black, Morehead State University freshman basketball 
coach, was optimistic as he reviewed his squad's second place finish 
in the FCA frosh tournament at Lawrenceburg. 
His Little Eagles defeated Western Kentucky, 103-86, in the 
first round and dropped a 93-73 decision to Louisville in the finals . 
"We are really pleased with the team's effort against Western," 
the coach said. "Some of our players looked like they are going to 
be a big asset to our program. " 
Arch Johnson, a 6-5 All-State forward from Breathitt County, 
and 6-10 center Mark Hudson turned in creditable performances in both 
games. Johnson scored 32 points against Western and 19 against U of 
L. Hudson had 26 points and 19 rebounds in the Western game and 22 
points against Louisville. 
Johnson, Hudson and 6-1 guard James Washington of Frankfort 
were named to the all-tournament team. 
"We would have liked to have won that tourney but 
now we're trying to get ready to win the Shrine Tournament in Ashland 
next month," Coach Black said . Eastern Kentucky, Marshall and East 
Tennessee are also entered in the two-day meet opening Jan. 28. 
The Little Eagles return to action Thursday night at Prestons-
burg Community College. Their next home encounter is Saturday at 
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University was prominent in 
final Ohio Valley Conference football statistics and in All-OVC 
selections announced recently. 
Statistically, the Eagles led the league in three team 
categories and had individual leaders in three other departments. 
Head Coach Jake Hallum's gridders came up with the OVC's best 
• total offense, 321.5 yards per game: best passing offense, 159.6 yards 
per game: and best rushing defense, 64.1 yards per game. They were 
second in total defense . 
• Individual leaders were senior split end John High in pass 
receiving, 49 catches for 571 yards and four touchdowns: sophomore 
• quarterback Dave Schaetzke in total offense, 150.3 yards passing and 
rushing per game: and freshman tailback Jimmy Johnson in kickoff 
returns, 25 . 9 yards per return . Schaetzke was second in passing 
• and senior wingback Mo Hollingsworth was the runnerup in punt returns. 
Two Eagles - High and senior cornerback Mike Rucker - were 
named to the All-OVC first team. Listed on the second unit were 
• Schaetzke and senior linebackers Harry Lyles and Ron Little. Four 
players received honorable mention, including senior linebacker Charlie 
e Arline, senior offensive tackle John Slaughter, senior defensive end 
Jim Edwards and junior tight end Gary Shirk. 
MSU finished fourth in the conference with a 4-3 mark and an 
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Senior linebacker Ron Little has been named 
Morehead State University's most valuable football player of 1971. 
He also received the 110 per cent trophy during the annual 
grid awards dinner. 
Senior linebacker Harry Lyles was voted the squad's best 
defensive player and a co-winner of the "Bellringer" award for play 
against enemy quarterbacks. 
Other awards included senior offensive tackle John Slaughter, 
best blocker; senior cornerback Mike Rucker, scholarship-leadership; 
sophomore quarterback Dave Schaetzke, best offensive player; senior 
• defensive end Jim Edwards, "Bellringer"; sophomore offensive guard 
Chuck Steiner and junior free safety Ernie Triplett, most improved; 
and junior placekicker Kirk Andrews, "big play" award . 
• Dick Gallagher, director of the Pro Football Hall of Fame, 
was guest speaker . MSU finished with a 7-3 record, the best mark 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- It might be called another step in the 
aging process for Morehead State University's ecrappy sophomores 
but, regardless of labels, it was a whale of a basketball game. 
MSU 1s young Eagles carried highly-touted Oral Roberts into 
overtime Monday night before dropping a 105-103 decision in their 
home opener • 
Head Coach Bill Harrell said afterward that he doubted MSU 
would play anyone stronger than ORU this season. 
"They have a great basketball team and certainly are headed for 
national recognition, 11 he added. "That makes us even prouder of our 
y eung men for such a fine effort against a talented, veteran team." 
Harrell, who said a victory over the Titans from Tulsa would 
have been "a major upset, " expressed general satisfaction with his 
team's overall play • 
"We definitely had a better game than against Duquesne, 11 he sa~'3. 
in reference to MSU 1s 76-63 setback in the season lidlifter. "We orJ.y 
had 12 turn"vers and that's a good night in anyone's league." 
Harrell sent four sophomores against ORU and they responded 
with 76 points. Forwards Leonard Coulter and Eugene Lyons, both 6 ·-5, 
t i ed for sco:dng honors with 25 each. Howard Vvallen, a 6-2 guard who 
nas injured early in the s~co~d half, added 14 and 6-4 guard Bill Dotson 
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MSU's team physician reported Tuesday that Wa~len had 
suffered a cut under his right eye but would return to action in 
time for Saturday n ight's game at home against St. Peter's (N. J. ) • 
The Eagles lost the rebounding battle, 62-42, despite 13 
by Coulter. But the ball hawking pressure defense forced Oral Roberts 
into 27 floor errors • 
Harrell also had praise for subs Ken Noll and Bubba Abell . 
Noll, a 6 - 2 sophomore, contributed six points. Abell, a 6-2 junior, 
scored his eight points in succession at a time ORU was threatening to 
pull away. 
"We learned some things, 11 Harrell concluded. "Game-by-game 
improvement is what we're after . 11 
The Eagles, now 0-2 for the year, will be the underdogs again 
Saturday night against the St. Peter's Peacocks of Jersey City, N. J • 
The varsity tipoff is set for 7:30 p . m . MSU's frosh, the Little Eagles, 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- "And now doing the second half play-by-
play is Dee Haymaker." 
A nervous feminine voice began to describe the basketball 
action at Morehead State University. 
A sophomore journalism major, she is the first coed to en-
roll in a "sportscasting" class at MSU. 
"My principal reason for taking sportscasting was to learn 
essential information about various sports so I could broadcast 
games or cover sports events for a newspaper," she said. 
"I went into the course thinking I knew quite a bit about 
t sports, but soon found out I knew very little," she said. 
"Perhaps Dee was selling herself short," said Larry 
Netherton, who teaches the course. He explained that although her 
• football knowledge was somewhat lacking, she is doing very well in 
broadcasting basketball. 
• "Dee is the most industrious and best organized student i n 
the class," Netherton said. " In football, her continuity and 
fluidity are average and her pace is not the greatest, but her 
• repetition, going through a sequence of information in an orderly 
fashion, is very good." 
"I have found it is much easier to call a basketball game 
• than a football game," the dark-haired coed from Washington Court 





msu sportscaster 2222222 
Netherton s aid Dee has t he knack of identifying basketball 
players by physical characteristics instead of just by numbers, a 
good trait for any sportcaster. 
The instructor described her "color" commentary in basket-
ball broadcasting as "more than adequat e" and her overall perfor-
mance "at least equal to the 12 males in class on a daily basis . " 
Some of the guys chuckled when Netherton required the class 
to read "A Woman's Guide to Football." "They thought I passed it 
out becau se Dee was in t he class," Neth erton said, "but they soon 
realized that the book contained fundamental knowledge that they 
all needed to know." 
The beginning sportscasting class covers interviews, sports 
editorials, the daily sports show , and play-by-play in basketball 
and football. Time is also spent on the technical aspects of 
broadcasting and the sports documentary. 
Each student records several game segments on tape and 
Netherton and the class review each other's techniques . Dee's 
performance has improved with each game , her instructor added . 
"With additional practice, she could very capably call 
basketball games for a small station , " Netherson said. 
##### 
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---With the elation of record-breaking vict~ry 
turned to the gloom of defeat, the Morehead State university basket-
ball team has started a two-week layoff. 
The sophomore-laden Eagles trampled St. Peter's last Saturd3 
131-92, but felt the bottom side of the sneaker Monday night as power 
f ul Marshall handed them a 105-82 pounding at home. 
"We played superbly against St. Peter's and then very poorly 
ag;~dnst Marshall two nights later," said Head Coach Bill Harrell. 
"'r'hat kind of inconsistency occurs with young teams and there ct1tn't b1 
many younger than us." 
MSU, now 1-3 on the year, has four sophomores in the startin~ 
lineup and the fifth starter is another newcomer, a junior college 
t ransfer. 
The Eagles scored a record 82 points in the second half 
a~ainst St. Peter's and tied the school record for field goals with 
55 in the game. Harrell said afterward that the team might be aging 
f aster than he had expected. 
But Monday night's loss produced 33 MSU turnovers and Harrell 
s ~id he realized that, despite their obvious individual talent, his 
cagers will have to acquire experience the only way possible - by 
playing one game at a time and learning by their mistakes. 
"We've had three rough and effective teachers so far," he 
said of the three losses. "We'd like to have won, of course, butwe 1 r1 
n~t Clshamed of losing to teams as good as Marshall and Oral Roberts." 
(MORE) 
msu basketball 2222222 
"Our young men have the character and fortitude to bounce b ack 
from defeat," the third-year mentor added. "We'll get things working 
before too much longer." 
The immediate future doesn't look any easier for the Eagle 
youngsters . They return to action Dec . 27 against Winona State in the 
Holiday Festival at New castle, Ind. Tulane and St. Joseph's of 
Indiana also are entered. 
"Winona State supposedly has an outstanding squad, " Harrell 
said. "We hope to know more about them in the next few days." 
Leonard coulter's 29 points and 11 rebounds were the only 
bright spots for MSU in the Marshall tilt . The 6-5 sophomore forward 
from Danville is leading the Eagles with averages of 22.7 points and 
12 . 7 rebounds. 
Lyons, another 6-5 soph cornerman, is averaging 16 markers. 
Howard Wallen, 6-2 sophomore guard, and Ron Nicholson, a 6-8 junior 
center, are scoring 13 per game . Nicholson and Lyons also are 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- "Winona State has a very sound basketball 
team, and we will need a superb effort to beat them," Morehead 
State Head Coach Bill Harrell said after scouting his team's next 
opponent. 
MSU's sophomore-dominated team carries a 1-3 record against 
the Minnesota team in the opening round of the Holiday Festival 
at New Castle, Ind., Monday. 
Harrell flew to Iowa last weekend to watch Winona State 
break Wartburg College's 16-game home-court winning streak. The 
win boosted Head Coach Les Wothke's Warriors' record to 4-1. 
The Warriors are led by 6-5 guard Hershel Lewis, who 
averaged 28 points a game as a junior college All-American last 
year. Mel Halbert, a 6-0 junior college transfer, averaged 19 
points last season. 
Gus Johnson, a 6-8 freshman pivot man, "camps around the 
basket and blocks a lot of shots," Harrell said. Roscoe Young, 
a 6-5 sophomore, and Tad Rothwell, a 6-3 junior, are the warriors' 
other starters. 
The MSU squad returned from a four-day break Monday night. 
Harrell said that the starting lineup will be determined from 
this week's practice sessions, but the regular lineup of four 
sophomores and 6-8 junior center Ron Nicholson is expected to 
get the call. 
(More) 
msu basketball 2222222 
Leonard Coulter, a 6-5 sophomore forward from Danville, 
leads the Eagles with averages of 22.7 points and 12.7 rebounds. 
Eugene Lyons, another 6-5 cornerman, is averaging 16 points and 
eight rebounds. 
Nicholson and 6-2 guard Howard Wallen are scoring at a 
13-point clip. Nicholson is also grabbing eight rebounds per 
game. Bill Dotson, 6-4 starting guard, is averaging 8.2 points. 
The winner of the MSU-Winona State contest plays either 
Tulane or St. Joseph's of Indiana for the championship. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Freshman Steve Milleson of Ironton, Ohio, is off 
to a recDrd-breaking start in his swimming career at Morehead State University. 
In pre-season practice and in the Eagles 1 first six meets of the year, 
Milleson has accounted for six new individual team and pool records at MSU 
and two group records. 
Milleson, a former standout in AAU competition with the Greater Ashland 
Swim Association, is the son of Dr. and Mrs. Philip M. Milleson, 2016 No. 2nd St., 
Ironton. He is a 1970 graduate of Ironton High School. 
Recruite d last spring for the individual medley and freestyle distance 
events, Milleson has made the most impressive start of any MSU swimmer in 
recent years. 
His assault on the record books began Nov. 18 with new marks in the 
240 individual medley (2:45. 3) and 500 freestyle (5:32. 9) as p a rt of an exhibition 
meet. 
Milleson's first record in competition came Dec. 11 at Marshall when he 
swam the 1, 000 freestyle in 11: 13. 4. for a team mark. He established a team and 
pool record Jan. 22 against Kentucky with a time of 2:42. 6 in the 240 individual 
medley. He participa ted in a team and pool record time of 3:04. 5 in the 360 
freestyle relay in the same meet. 
Milleson S\.vam the 500 freestyle in 5:28 against West Virginia Tech on Jan. 2 
for another team record. 
"Steve is a fine young man and has an excellent future in swimming, 11 said 
Head Swim Coach Bill Mack. ###### 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University Head Basketball Coach 
Bill Harrell has a new desk ornament in his office at Laughlin Fieldhouse. 
It's the championship trophy from the New Castle Holiday Festival 
in New Castle, Ind., and, according to Harrell, "we're really proud of our 
young men for putting two good games back to back on the road. 11 
The Eagles - playing four sophomores and a junior as starters -
defeated Winona State, 85-72, and St. Joseph's of Indiana, 98-90, to win 
the four-team competition. 
Leonard Coulter, a 6-5 sophomore forward, was named the tourney's 
most valuable player after scoring 45 points and grabbing 36 rebounds. He 
was named to the all-tournament team along with 6-2 sophomore guard Howard 
Wallen who contributed 38 points and 17 assists in the two games. 
Harrell also had praise for 6-8 junior center Ron Nicholson who came 
up with 27 points and 33 rebounds, including a season high 20 against Winona 
State. Super sub Ken Noll, a 6-2 sophomore, came off the bench to score 22 
in the championship game. 
The Eagles, now 3-3 on the year, hit the road again next week for games 
at Indiana State and .Mn shall. Their next home appearance is Jan. 10 against 
Illinois State. 
Harrell describes the next three opponents as "strong and experienced 
teams. 11 Marshall, considered by the Eagle mentor as one of the best in the nation, 
handed the Eagles a 105-82 spanking earlier this season at Morehead. 
11We'll have our hands full each gatn!, 11 Harrell said. 
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